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llcoma narrowly defeats Reginald X in HUSA
~residential race; Karim wins undergrad post
l)Jrickt Dennis
1bd N. James
Slltt Writer

lcs«nl-.:" or student voter,, narod~1mcd Ch1diad1 Akoma and
\\allcr as president and vice
~of the I low,,rd Uni,er..ity Student
ll,1lllOll i,r the 1994-9-111cadcmic year.
Alom:i, Walker slate won almost 700
:-:111',) edging out 1he Reginald
!bigald sl:,te by 55 ,111cs. Le,s than
of the student body ,01cd.
• ~ "ho "ere were going up
\lnma ~id rekrring 10 his oppoitpnalJ \'. and Nneka McOoug.ild.
onh factor \\e were concerned
gc1ung the chance 10 properly pre1 IC\\13nd idea., to the ,1udcn1s ,o
s1U1kn1, <"lln ,cc where we arc
om kml that w.: .,re ,eri<•us abuul
$1)r11C chanqc,. he added.
;A Vice l'rl"Stdcnt-lilcct Shaconda
dshc \\a, c,tatic when ,he heard

"in i, really the culmination of a
go.ii ol mine to work in HUS/\."
wd "No" ils time 10 ,it down and
lllg a solid plan ol action tor u,
!i:JrwarJ .
on to !heir ,car ahead as stu,.bo1h Ako~a and Walker plan
1r°"'11 "a) while still building on
nd aa:,:1mpli,bwcn1, ofP' e\'iOIJ'
lion,.
ue not trying to follow anyone. We
U\Ul~ to bet down to business and
;l! h.s,e 10 do."' Akoma said. "It\

definictly impor1an1
announced. "This
for u, 10 sit down with
campaign wasn't
the previous adminisabout winning, mak1ra1ion and not lose
ing money or gelling
,,ny of the ground they
a title. Thi~ campaign
havu already covaed.
'Ol'.l"!."1
• ~ • was about student
No real government
-·
change and empow•
starts complete ly
crmcnt."
fresh."
· Bui once the results
While /\koma is
were
anounccd,
con fiden1 he ,ind
Karim immediately
Walker will be sucbegan looking 10 the
cessful leaders. he
job that lay ahead.
admits he docs lack F-'◄IJII,~,
"We have a lot of
experience in student
work ahead of us,"
Karim said. "'The first
government.
"I know that I
thing we plan to do is
haven't carried an offigo door 10 door,
cial office be rore But
thanking everyone,
I stil have a lot It>
~upponers and nonoffer,"' /\konu ,aid.
~ supporters. They
lloward politic, is
.!l took the time 10
just like politics in
• come all the wa)·
general. You play the
j up here to Burr and
same games but the
ts vote. Now it's our
difference is 1ha1 it"s
1; turn to take the
on lloward 's campus.
li time and express
But I know the game
f_ our gratitude and
ot life and I plan tio
appreciation," he
use the lesson I've L-----·==;...::
said.
learned and take care Chldiadl Akoma and Shaconda Walker celebrate their victory Wednesday evening.
Although students
of busi ncss.
Gymna,ium Wednesday evening as lhe
agree that the camIn the nice for undergradu,11e trustee can
paign issues have remained lhc same for
JidalC'i Omar Karim """ hy ~ l?~d, 1ide \'Ole, \\ere 1,1llicd. m,isted h1, c,impaij!n ye.,n \koma s:,id he wa~ proud ihat the
is.sues proved more important than the con"ith 658 vole~. rcllo" candidate, John would not end on Feb. 23 .. win or lose.
Barnes and Oronde Miller earned 108 and
'Thc Movement will not end on Feb. 23 1rover.;ies years past.
25-1 votes respectively.
whether I'm elected or not," Karim said in
ll's not about mud slinging or auackKarim. in1erviewcd at the John H. Burr the final minutes before 1he results were ing one person so that the other looks

i-----..
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HOWARD-S-TUDENTS SPEAK OUT ON

HAZING DEATH: Follov.ring the death of a
-:udent on line for a fraternity at Southeast
\lissouri State, HU students voice their
pinions. NATIONAL, A9

NSVIOLENCE
!ONE PERSON DEAD,
!MORE THAN 100 HURT:
'St. Vincent's election , wherein
Prime Minister James
:Mitchell was returned to
power, was met with violence.
INTERNATIONAL, All

'.A:l'B fi:RLF:ss
mlOWING 1Jp FATHERLESS: Three
ttoward male students talk about coping
iith the absence of fathers in their lives, in
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IVOTE OF THE WEEK
11 you want to keep something secret]
from black folks, put it between
the covers of a book."
-African-American Folk 1
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good,"' Ako ma said. "Life is too serious to
play kiddie games. We arc all 100 mature
to get caught up in something 1ha1 could
ha\'e been nasty."
Historically, the final speakout has been
lhe worsl with candidates pulling no punches 10 blacken the characters of their opponents. But current HUSA Vice President
Reginald X praised all the candidates for
running a clean race.
"This was one of the cleanest races in
lhe history of student elections al Howard
Uni1'Crsit);"' Reginald X said. "Mcmone
and her staff really did a good job given the
Please see ELECTIONS, Page A12

Students to vote for HUSA legislative changes
By Derrlcke M. Dennis
Hilltop Staff Wrrter
Howard University studenLs will

I

Gene

be voting one more time after this

week's student government elections. Studcnls will vote by hand
ballot Monday on three lcgislati,'C
changes to the Howard University
Student A"ociation (HUSA) cons1i1u1ion.
Realigning the undergraduate
and Rraduale grievance commiuees
under HUSA, ma~ang the undergraduate ,llld graduale 1rus1ees
mcmhcrs of the Undergraduate and
Graduate Studen1 Assemblies and
establishing HUSA's community
outreach program as a separate enti•
ty arc the changes being put forth
for voter approval. Voting on the
referendum will take place from 9
a.m. 10 7 p.m in the Armour J.
Blackburn University Center
Forum.
Undergraduate Trustee-Elect
Omar Karim is a member of the
constilutional commiucc that

authored the changes. He said mak•
ing 1rus1ees members of their s1udent assemblies will ensure that
lhcy are more accessible and held
more accountable 10 the students.
"The constitutional commiuee
realized from past experiences that
the trustees need 10 be more
involved in student government,
1101 just the affairs of the Board of
lrustees." Karim said. "Giving
trustees a scat on the General
Assembly will increase student
awareness o~trustee matter>."
,\ccordiog to Karim, the GencraJ Assembly also agreed to have
the trusteelt prcsenl a report at every
mceting if the measure passes.
The referendum will also include
the realignment of the General
Assembly Grievance Committee
under HUSA. Student body prcsident Torri Wade said the change
makes sense.
"It will definitely be a move for
the better."' Wade said. "The grievancc commiuee really had no place
in lhe undergraduate and graduate

student assemblies because they
are programming entities. HUSA
handles issues that come from
grievances."
UGSA Grievance Director Sharee Townsend said the change will
benefit everyone.
"II 's a good idea because HUSA
is more visible and people usually
go 10 I IUSA with issues and prob!ems," Townsend said. "It helps
keep the IIUSA leaders aware and
informed or the issues that students
are concerned about"
The IAst reforendum queMion
will involve community outreach.
Community outreach is currently a
division of HUSA. bul students
will vote Monday 10 have an independent community outreach program instilled with a budget alloca1ed from their s1uden1 activity
foes.
"'The success of Howard University's community outreach
endeavors shouldn't lie in 1he hands
of a HUSA administralion," Wade
said. "If students vote for it, com-

munity outreach will become a sep•
ara1e entity without the need fo1
additional funds from the Univer:sily."
Under the plan, funding will be
reallocated from s1uden1 activity
fees in the following manner: I percenl of the 35 percent reallocated
from student affairs, I percent of
the 15.S percent reallocated from
UGSA and GSA and 3 percent of
the 6 percent previously used ror the
development of university-wide
programs will go to the communi•
ly outreach budget.
Karim added 1ha1 the measure
10 make community outreach a sep:irate entity from HUSA would be
a dream come true for the current
administration.
"Turri and Reginald said las1 year
when they were running for office
that 1hcy wanted to make community outreach separate," Karim said.
"With this budget, it will ensure
(1ha1] Howard gives back to the
community on a full-time. cont inuous basis."'

Sutton Plaza to close at end of semester
By Genea Luck
Hilltop Staff Writer
Some Suuon Plaza rcsidenls had
10 fi!(hl back tear.. when 1hcy met
last week in Suuon Plaza's lounge
wilh Dean William Keene of the
Office of Residence Li fc.
There has been a long-time
rumor that Sunon Plaza would
close; some members or the dorm
staff have heard this rumor for over
J3 years. Bui this rumor is now official. Su11on will 1101 re-open for
residents this foll.
Keene visilcd wilh students lo
explain the reasons behind plans to
close the apartmen1-s1yle dorm al
J230 13th S1., N. W., bul he was met
with some anger and hos1ilily that
resulted in the meeting lasting well
over four hours.
" I was very impressed with the
sincerity many of the s1uden1s had.
It is very hear1warming lo sec such
a commitment to a facility, but I'm
nol surprised with the love swdents
have for Suuon Plaza. We really arc
faced to appreciate what we have

when we arc faced with not having
it," Keene said.
With the opening or the new 558space Bethune Annex, an economic consultant was called 10 evaluate
lloward Univcl'llity's overall housing needs.
Keene explained that because of
a decrease in enrollment at Howard,
there arc about 320 vacancies in
,esidcnce halls. There arc also
about 300 vacancies in the Howard
Plaza Towers.
But he said with nearly 1,200
present vacancies in housing, something had to be done.
" It would he a serious financial
hurden in keeping Sutton Plaza
open because of the physical prob•
lcms within the dorm," Keene said.
Suuon has a history of maintenance problems such as lack or hot
water, convector leaks, poor heating
and air conditioning, swelled floors
due 10 leaks and backed-up sinks.
"I still think it's a stupid idea to
close Suuon," said Eric McMillan,
who has lived in Su11011 for about
three years. "All we really need is

Residents met with Dean Wllllam Keene to discuss to closing of the dorm.
Sutton has never received a coma complete renovation."
Keene responded that a com- plete renovation, even when the
plete renovation is not budgeted, dorm was purchased by lhe Uniand so far there is an eslimated versity for emergency housi,lg in
$20,000 additional cos1for u1ili1ics. 1979.
S1uden1s now have the option
Howard is also in the process or
renovating olher dorms such as the of moving into Eton Towers, local•
Tubman Quadrangle and Meridian
Please see SUTTON, Page A12
Hill Hall . Douglass Hall is also
undergoing extensive renovation.
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Activist calls for capitalism's end in Howard addres~ I
By Allya Davis
Hilltop Staff Writer

•'If you do not fight against the
system it will corrupt you and
pull you down with it," Kwame
Tore, revolutionary activist and
Howard University graduate said
in a lecture in the Armour J.
Blackburn University Center
Ballroom Tuesday.
Best known to most students
as a revolutionary fighter in the
Black Panther Party and the All
African People's Revolutionary
Party, Kwamc Tore, formerly
Slokely Carmichael, set out 10
motivate students to join an
African
advancement
organiza1ion and liberate African
people all over the world.
The lecture was part of the
Awake series sponsored by the
Howard University Student
{Association.The theme for _the
~ program
was
unity.
-o Rcpresenlatives from the
t Caribbean
Students
Association, International
'/; Sludents Association, African
s Students Association, Nalivc
l American riehts and land
a. intercsls and the AAPRP's
women's auxiliary briefly spoke

3

Kwame Ture expressed passionate disapproval of capitalism.

to the crowd on 1ha1 theme.
'lure told students thnt a system
of oppression exists in the United
Slates and it will continue lo
oppress African people unless
capitalism ends. He said
cap itali sm sets out to make
every thing a commodity to be
bought and sold in order to make
a profit.
"Under the system of
capitalism everything becomes
private propert}; land, people and
knowledge can all be sold.
Capitalism corrupts you lo use
your knowledge to obtain a belier
job rather than using it to teach
and lead your people to
liberation," Ture said. "Capitalism
makes you stupid, then it makes
you arrogant in your stupidity."
This system, according to
Turc, wants to individualize
Africans, ,vhich in effect cuts
them off from their cuhure. It is
mandatory that the people keep
their culture intact in this society.
According to Tore and the
AAPRP, the ideal system of
government
is
scientific
socialism. In this plan, all of the
needs of the people would be
taken care of in a collective
system, and there would be an

even dislribution of weahh.
Tore spoke to ,tudents on the
importance of questioning the
authorities and conMantly seeking
knowledge.
lie pointed out th,,t African
Americans' shed blood in order
to obtain knowledge because they
knew that knowledge is necessary
to alleviate the suffering of
humanity. The capitalist system
wants Africans to remain the
oppressed people because keeping
a group in oppression is the wa)
the rich minority make, its
money. In this system. the
oppressed people must be kept
ignorant and complacent with
their ignorance. Ture said.
He warned students of the
temptations of the material world
the capitalist system creates.
•· tf you desire to acquire
knowledge to obtain money, you
will learn only enough to get that
money. However. it you desire
knowledge for the sake of
acquiring knowledge. there 1s no
end to the amount of knowledge
you can acquire," the 52-ycar-old
activist said.
Tore laid out a two-part plan
for all students, with a spec ial
emphasis on the freshmen in the

audience, for their par·
rcvolutionar} mO\cmen
part of the plan call, 1
to seek the truth for the
The second part of thq
for unity of thought ai
continued unit> of act1
"Once we arc
con,ciousl), organi1cdc
will die," 1\tre ,aid
Members of the
seemed aware of the rne
were inspired to cont,n
pJths.
"Tore h," simpl) r
my commitment tol>c1n1
the revolution by u"ng
lo help improve the co
01) people," Steve Ju
freshman, ,aid.
"Kwame Turc is oneol
leaders and activist, r
Civil Rights Mo,emen
been able 10 sa> ,
pertaining to the youth
Allah, a recent lloward
'lie is still sc1en11f1c
solutions lo the problc
other activists from that
has evol,cd where othtr1

Women's conference showcases black female succes~
BY. Monica M. Lewis

HIiitop Staff Writer

Lashawn Tooc and Tanishe
Weaver. both seniors at Ballou High
School in the DLstrict, sat in Cmmton
Auditorium waiting for time lo pass.
"The only reason I'm here is
because I can get extra credit for
writing a report on this," Weaver
said.
The Second Annual Woman To
Woman Conference 100k place
earlier this week, with nearly 300
young women in attendance.
Like Thoe and Weaver, many of the
young women in auendance were
not thrilled about the idea of
spending the day listening 10 women
lecture to them. But by the middle of
the opening ceremony, the young
ladies had a much different outlook
on what lhe day had in store for
them.
Arts and Sciences Executive VicePresident Lawanda Blanchard
agreed.
"The workshops were wonderful
and I think they [the Mudcnts] had an
overall good time," Blanchard suid.
"A lot of the things that were
discussed had never been touched on
by the young ladies."
The conference, which was
initiated one year ago as a vehicle to
ex~ African-American girls to
professional African-American
women, was sponsored by the Arts
and Sciences Student Council and

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,
Incorporated, Alpha Chapter.
The opening ceremony featured
an invocation by Mondrea Jacobs,
director of the Never Say Never Drug
lnlervcntion and a former drug
addict. Before leaving, Jacobs told
the young women that by never
saying never, they could do anything
but fail.
Sydney Hall, a junior majoring in
journalism, recited several of his
original poems, including "If I were
a racist" and " Reflections of a
queen,'' a tribute 10 black women,
which brought everyone in the
auditorium to their feet.
Dr. Renee McCoy-Collins, a
maxillofacial surgeon at D.C.
General Hospital, gave the keynole
address of the opening ceremony.
McCoy-Collins, who was the first
female oral and maxillofacial
surgeon in the D.C. melropolitan
area, said by choosing education and
empowerment ove r ignorance,
there·s no real excellence in the world
black women cannot accomplish.
Mayor Sharon Pratt Kelly, herself
an alumnae of the College of Arts
and Sciences, spoke on how blacks
cannot let the media's portrayal of
their race get them down.
"Rarely do we see positive images
of who we arc and where we come
from," Kelly said. "But I know that
we have the talent, the resolve and the
resilience to overcome the
negativity."
After the opening ceremony,

•
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Foston's poem,. incl
popular"You don't hvcon
were easy to relate 10
"It was ,er) tou
'Jamika Wright. a scnlOl 11
rcall, could idcnlif) "
wa, i.aying:·
Foston, "ho ,a,d
inspiration for her pocrni
teenage patient, ,he trta1S
families, encouraged t
ladies to alwa}s foll™ thci
"No one can sec \'OU?
)OU, so don't let :in)ODC
them," Foston !,(lid.
Brenda Fortenbcm a
at Ballou, said ,he t>cliMJ
,er) important for all
student, lo auend the
··1knOI\ the: import
>oung people meet "
\\ Omen. such a, Dr
Fortenberry said. \\c
\\-Omen, arc 001 one

and these )Oung people
w
realize that "
~---,,~•
Blanchard satd
J! conference "11' Ma
'"The c-alibrc of"
'/;
wa, wonderful, th, \\
, oluntecr, real II help:
.,c-compli,hcd our (lUlJ'(
Ballou students and other young women attend the Woman to Woman Conference.
w-.1\10 kl the young I d1
if the, bclicve in throl-.:h
several workshops were held on School of Communication.s. rounded
Foston. a Phi Beta Kappa gr.iduatc ,tehic:,c whate,er the)
topics including entrepreneurship. out the day. h featured a performance of l'isk University and a graduate of mmd, to," 131.mchard -.aid.
building se lf-esteem, achieving by members of the Martin Luther Meharry Medical College. is Jes.son tor all of u,. oo
dreams and time-management.
King, Jr. Forensics Societ)\ as ,-ell as currently in the procc.,~ of publi,hing age.:."
A luncheon emceed by Dr. an address by Dr. Rebera F.lliot her third book of poelr). Man> of the
Debyii Thomas, a professor in the Foston.
young girl~ in altcndancc ,aid

"
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Author of ''Race Matters'' Towers fire raises questions of safet
to speak at Charter Day

completely ignored the fire alarm b,.-c '.lS<l t~
By Ruby Mays
false alarms." ,he ,aid.
HIiitop Staff Writer
W<St Ibwcr, resident R,l\ mond W1J,.on,
Eastern languages and literature. He taught at the
For
once,
a
fire
alarm
in
a
dorm
\\.,Is
set
off
for
genuine
majoring
in finance. found out '.1bou1 the Inc and
By Liz Aklntoye
Yale University Divinity school before obtaining emergency. But sophomore Dena Jackson said no3one took the word to his friend and first tloor re dent.
Hilltop Staff Writer
his position at Princeton.
h
He believes the only way 10 break the cycle of her ,crioJLsly when a grease fire broke out in her first Ooor Lal nm.
The author of "Race Maners" and seven other
apartmenl
in
the
West
J
lowartl
Plaza
Towers.
"He
('laylor Latham] didn't c\en know a1'0ul the
books that philosophically tackle racial and crime and violence is to recognize that there arc
"The
fire
alarm
in
this
building
is
always
going
off.
in
the
hallwa,,"
Wilson s.tid
political issues, Corne) West, will deliver the quiet riots-the lack of food, clothing, health care
This lime the fire was real I reel a, though I am being
After the iirc wa, extingu1,hcd, Jackson said
keynote address at Howard University 's 127th and jobs-going on every day.
Annual Charter Day Celebration at I I a.m., March
"Black people, for the most part have always ignored. I signaled for help over 10 minutes ago. [and] unhapp) at the w11y this cnttrc ,ituatmn wa<
2, at Cramton Auditorium.
been a people of hoi><:, but we're seeing levels of there arc no extinguisher, on
\)though the fire cau cd no serious d
West, the director of the Afro-American Studies hoeelcssness especially among the young lhat m)' floor." Jackson s a i d - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - unuknttfie-0 fi
Program at Princeton University, is the grandson we ve never seen before. The levels of despair now immediately after the fire last
told Jad, on
of a Baptisl minister and a minister himself. Ile manifest themselves in forms of destructive
combines his philosoph ical theories with his behavior," the philosopher said in a press release. Friday.
She said she pulled the alarm
Baptist Church background. He travels the country
West wants to broaden the public's discussion
discussing race issues and improving race relations. on race relations in America and says the issue is the moment she noticed the
.,
"Being black in America means being full of not just a problem for black America, but for kitchen fire at 5:55 p.m.
Sergeant E. Herbert, a
S\ ntax c-ard,
rage and anger. llow do we change it," said the society at large.
fiir tire "olat'
philosopher to an audie nce at the African
"Howard students should be able to benefit from security officer on duty at tbc
American book center.
his wealth of knowledge., I remember reading a lot time of the incident, said he
./!',
ye.ir, and I d
Wesl, 39, graduated Magna Cum Laude from about him last year and it'll be nice to actually hear told lhc receptionist, Mia
prccuulionsaplld
Harvard University at 20, with a B.A in Near hi~ speak," communications major Kim Bryant Dorman, to call the fire
~
J,1cksnn "ml.
said.
department. Dorman said she
fhc fir d
became frustrated as her initial
ga\C a ,~rbal
]P>l'F$el'llts
calls to lhe fire department
J'
°1n
but did not fin
were
repeatedly
intercepted
by
{
nor her momm
1
nn unidentified maintenance
According!
man.
Propcrl>
M
"It took three minutes for
Marnn
maintenance to let the call go T
sometime, <J<'CUIS1
through to the departmenl."
To,-cr,
Herbert said.
"We ha,c Iii
By 6: 15 the firemen were
incident where a
tackling the blaze. But most or
sci ~ closet on
the neighbors, students and
ha\C al!.o h d
personnel in the West Towers
whcrcfire.,havcbe
were still unaware of the burning room.
outside ol the door." !'relow ,aid.
"No neighbor, no resident assistant notified me of this
Despite Jackson's account that her sprinkler
situalion," said senior Brian Bowers, a neighbor. "The fire did not go off, frclow insist, the sprinklers d,., go
nlanns go off a lot. I was not aware of 3 fire 00 this 0oor every event of a fire.
or what kind of fire. I didn't even smell smoke in my
After having her alarms ignored ,md intcrcqill
DOO
t<WW
aparlment."
mmulcs. Jackson now questions how s.1f,· her apll
Sonja Morris, a senior majoring in telecommunications, and other Tower units arc against future blaze,.
1
who was struck by the thick. concentrated ,mokc, wa, nlso
"If my unit hasn't been checked this semc,1crl
unaware of the first noor blaze.
c?dc vio)ation,, arc we sate wh<·n nc.irly ncr-, •
""ticket price includes participation in 3-day conference, March 2-5.
"I came down 10 the first floor lo use the telephone . I signaled 1, assumed to be false," Jackson askrd.

H'USA
itlrle JJ§eerlls l(J)f ithe N~\n({l)Jn~ Corr~t)e

~'l11.ltlh lkeyin({l)it,e sp•u

Minister Louis Farrakhan
Pbite; BIUr:r Gytn1M1Sill!lm
Tt/Vhffl: M,iinch 2
'II'Jme: ., pm
$15 /(it s~lls sulk
<Crnm to11J. lBr;x OJfoee

"The fire a
. th is
.
m z.n
bui·zd;ng i·s
.
S going
ff. Th
O •
is
fire WaS
l
rea • I ,ee
ugh I am
b •
eing ig
ignaled
-1!'.or help 1!:er • ·i·nutes
d} h
ago, an t ere are no
. h erS On my fl OOr, ,,
ext.z.nguis
k
.d .
d.
uac son sai imme iately
a fter th e fi re l ast F rz..day.
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Jchool of Ed student
~ouncil hosts urban
~~ducation conference

SPEAK

,a

111 ssa E. James

· Slaff Writer

\K1kncc, illitcraq and an
ice ~01ric-curriculum arc 'iOme
nd '"uc, today's youth who
cir America', urban public
,facing. Inc student council
eJ S,;hool of rduc.ilion hopes to
of .,, the,c concern, at
II\ tntnc1ty and Africanof ,nn children," an all-day
t rcncc focu,ing on urban

tly

he

~-

) \ conference "ill bring

or the country·, renowned

ror, to the Amour J.
burn Umvers11y Center's
111m b<:t\\tCn 9 a.m. and 5
le 11'Dc EJucalion student council
nd ),2Cd that their preparation b
kc }!coming to fruition.
lie 1,cn ("c) came up with the
r." put thi, conference together,
k1 help the community. put
d\ School of l:iducation on
p and to give u, future
l:lf).nachancc to be exposed to
1 educator,," said James
chicf-of-,taff of the ,tudent

1a1
ng
kil

Jl].

One of the scheduled speakers
is Mary Hoover. a professor of
African-American language and
literacy in the department of
curriculum and instruction at the
School of Education. I loover, who
ran the Nairobi School in California
for several years, will be ,peaking
on "The •\frican•American Child
and Language Development in
Independent
and
Public
tn,titutions.
" I'm excited about participating
1n the conference. Education is
probably the most important issue
rh,11 \ threatening the ,urviv-Jl of
blacl,. people in this nation. and
people reall>· need to come out and
hear these issues," lloover said.
Some of the other scheduled
participants arc Asa llillard. an
advocate for urban schools, and
Barbara Sizemore. a prop(lnent tor
children's rights. Portia Shields,
dean of the School of Education.
will speak about communication
styles and how they affect black
children.
Anthony Browder of the Karmic
Institute in D.C. is scheduled to
speak about African contributions
in history. l lclcnc Fisher. from the
Black Community Crusade for

~
How far do you think African
Americans have J;.rogressed since
the years of the 60s Civil Rights
Movement?

Children, will speak about how 10
turn black youth into black leaders.
According to student council
member Shayne Sm ith, the
conference planning commiuee
wan ted 10 select speakers who
actively practice afrocentricity in
their daily ti,cs.
Ibis conference is not the first
vent ure the Education student
council has put together this year.
"We"ve had a lecture series in
October on Afroccntricity. In
November, we had a program on the
graduate program that the School of
Education offers," Sm ith said.
"We're having another program
in March on 'Anger Management.'
Thi, program is going to be helpful
because a lot of problems in school
deal with discipline. After the
pn,gram. the participant, will know
how to direct the anger of children,"
,aid Oronde Miller, president of
the Education student council.
Miller said he hopes the majority
of Howard students a1tend today's
conference because "whe ther
you're going into cducmion or not,
if }Ou'rc going 10 have children, you
need to know what's going on in
America's ~chools."

"Not far. We have
gollcn thc job, and
political positions,
but ntit equality."

''I think we ha,c gollcn
far. but we arc starting to
decline again. Our ,atucs
are going down. After our
leaders led u, to the top,
we didn't stay up there."

Desiree Davis
Public Relations
Junior

"\.Ve',c come a long way,
but we still ha,e a long
\\:1Y to go. We have
gotten far in dealing with
white people. but we still
have a way to go a, black
people. We have to work
on dealing with black
p.:ople and "c will get a
lot further."
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Watkins ,aid.
Not all Pan-Hellenic Greek organizntions request
to participate in the process. opting to not carry a line
111c O!hcc of Student Activities announced that
for the semester. According to Watkins, after an
can ,top ,peculating about which of the eight
organization registers with the Office of Student
:lcnicGrcek organizations will have an official
Activities, their requests are carefully considered and
..-c,s this spring.
not automatically granted .
i: to Student Acti,ities
Howard University
• • Belinda Lightfoot•
Greek o rganizat ion
i. Alpha Kappa Alpha
gu idelines
are
, Inc.; Delta Sigma Theta
allegedly adhered 10
.t,
&within
each
• Inc.. 1grna G amma Rho
~!), Inc.; Zeta Phi Beta
organization, keeping
,ny. tnc.; and Omega Psi Phi
in mind that pledging
~lnC.\\illbcallo"edto
and
hazing
arc
ncv, members this spring.
prohibited.
tPhiGroovc, though not a
"If caught.
a( the Pan-Hellenic eight.
suspension
could
i:ioacccpt new members.
•
result. Pledging is
lrrcasons undisclosed to The
Un i
banned; nothing that
OP, Alpha Phi Alpha
•
even
resembles
ty. Inc.; Kappa Alpha P,i
Ce pledging can take
'111111, Inc.; and Phi Beta
place." Watkin, said.
Fraternity, Inc. will not be
Watkins also
, in new members this
expressed her concern
&.,
/ •
about a lleged ill
l!in> Howardites are not
treatment of many
Iii !what the entire selection
prospectives on line
entails for prospectives. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - during
the
fall
semester.
"ho seek membership in sororities and
"The Greeks were not allowed to require any
Many arc misled and confused by what
information from prospectives during the fall of 1993.
·on line," as well as which organizations are
Absolute ly none.'' Watkin, said.
ID new members.
"They should realize that they arc doing a disservice
liitkin, said there b .1 standard process Greek
to the organization, as well as the University when they
ions must follow in order to participate in the
engage in these banned activities. If anyone considers
it, and they have any questions about what can and
of the eight Greek organizations belonging
cannot
be done. they should contact the Office of
Pm-Hellenic Council can participate in intake
Student
Activities."
~ regi\tcr with the Office of Student Activities,"

s·

"None of the eight
Greek or•aan;zati·ons
b e l Ong in
• g t O th e
Pan-Hellenic Council
can participate in
t ·1 theY
in t a k e
regis t er Wi"th th e Of{i
of Student Activities,"
Bel;nda L;ghtl!'.oot
Watkins said.
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Feb. 15 A student ran from a man who

ll A stereo was stolen out of a locked
in Lot B.
. 14 A comp l ainant reported h\s
fcvision and VCR were stone out of hts
ltini in Carver Hall Dormitory. A counselor
!ported the comp lainan t has mental
lttlems.

~ 14 A complainan t was followed f!om
!cor&ia Ave. and Barry Place to L:ot E by
ktc Black males. One of the subj ects hit
n the shoulder with a tree branch. I le
based to the rear of the Architecture and
ing building where he called I loward
~ rity.

'ii. 15 While the complainant's door was
rll open in Douglas Hall his wa llet was
en.

approached her from behind and demanded
monev on the 700 block of Barry Place. She
did not give him any money.

Feb. 16 A student in the Howard Plaza
Towers reported a man she only knew from
a pager number came into her room shoved
her and a friend in the room and proceeded
to break some of her property and broke her
closet door.
Feb. 17 A radio was stolen out of a car in
Lot T ou t of its boarded up passenger
window.
Compiled by Ali ya Davis
Report given by HU Security
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Glenn Goodwine
Medical Tuchnology

: 1reeks prepare for '94
: ring intake procedures
he

Iii

~

" I think we have progressed
quite a bit. as far as
politically. socially and
economically. We have
many more ma>·ors of large
cities. We arc not isolated in
big citie~. Many blacks arc
starting 10 move to the
suburb,. and you can take
D.C for example. where
blacks arc moving to
Maryland."

Omar Meyers
Architecture
Junior

~
~

~

Felicia DeHane}
Psychology
Junior
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SPEAK

Freshman

"Sizable steps have
, - - - - - - - , been made, t,ut not
enough to justil) the
,,pathetic n.,turc we
have assumed a. a
community."

"Since the Civil Rights
Movement, we ha, c not
gotten any further. We arc
taking steps back. In the
· 6(h, we had business and
we were united. Everything
was segregated and we had
unity, but now we arc
integrated and we have
black businesses, hut we
don't
know
where
cvcrybod) i, ··

Tonya
Hamilton
Management
L-......._ _,....,..., Junior
"We ha, cn't really gotten
an\whcrc. We don·1 have
respect for each other a.,
a people. Once we get
that respect, we can
progress and then we can
say we have gouen
somewhere since the

Brian Nichols
Finance
Senior

~60s ..,

i
l'lj

SPEAK

Camille Woods
Biology
Junior

'][ SPEAK

SPEAK

Compiled by Keisha Brown
Photos by Sharonda Starks
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Dental st.u dent awarded
Colgate scholarship
By Melissa E. James
Hi lltop Staff Writer
I
Angela Stanback is smiling, not becau~c
she is a dental student, but because she
won a $2,000 dental education scholarship
sponsored by the National Dental
Associ ation Foundation and Colgate•
Palmolive Company.
The first-year student at Howard
University's College of Dentistry is one of
112 black denta l students around the
co untr y who were se lected for their
academic excellence
" Winning the scholarship felt great. It
was a surprise because I didn't apply for it.
I was recommend by the school. [The
scholarship] was a big help. It wi ll help me
augment my liv ing and persona l expenses,"
Stanback said.
Accord ing to Dr. Robert Knight, dean
of the Co ll ege of Dentistry. Co lgate•
P a lmolive and th e NDAF have been
awarding scholarships to Howard's dental
s tuden ts since 1990. The University was
awarded $35,000 in 1990; $33,000 in l991;
and $39.000 in 1992.
"The purpose of the NDAF is four-fo ld," said
Tracey Cohen, Colgate's account executive. " lt
was estab lis h ed to develop programs for
dentistry. To make dental serv ices more
access ible 10 Afr ican Americans. To eval uate the
status of dental hea lth in the black communi ty.
And 10 devise programs 10 remedy exist in g
dental problems."
In 1993, NDAF and Colgate awarded a total
of $ 135,000 in scholarship grants to I I 2 black
s tude nts enro ll ed in undergraduate or post•
d oc toral dental programs. dental hygiene
programs and dental ass istant ed u ca ti on
programs a t more than 30 in st itutions.
" Partner ing with the NDAF reflects Colgate's
ongoi ng commi1~e n1 10 investing i_n the ~~tu~e
of African-Amcncan dental professionals, said
Dr. Mars ha Butler, the nationa l director of
Colgate's Minority Oral Health Improvement
Program.

Scholarship winner Angela Stanback

Stanback, who received her undergraduate
degree at Bennett College in her home state of
Nort h Carolina. came to Howard because of
what she heard about the University's
reputation.
,
"lloward is very challenging. I like lhe
atmosphere. I like being arou_nd b lack
professionals," the dental student sa id.
Stanback has a lways been fascinated with
teeth a nd the medical profession.
·• As a dentist, I've got the best of both
worlds." she said.
"Since the dental education scholarsh ip
program's inception in I 990, we've received ;~n
overwhelmi ng number of qualified saholarsh1p
applicants making t~e se lection d~cision a
difficult process,'' said NDAF Pres ident Dr.
Roosevelt Btown. "Therefore, we want to
,ecogn ize and con~ratulate all of _our 1993
cand idates for their strong comm11rpent to
continuing education and the dental profession."
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Get rid of the hazing
Four brothers of Kappa Alpha Psi were
recently charged with involuntary manslaughter in the
death of a student.rat Southeast Missouri State
University. Michael Davis, 25, died ofblunl trauma to
the head from what appeared to be the result of hazing.
Consider this an isolated incident. Kappa Alpha Psi
isn't the first fraternity to lose their pledges in hazing
tragedy nnd they won't be the last, unless hazing
involving both white and black fraternities is stopped.
But since this incident involved a black fraternity,
it may possibly be of some concern to students at the
"Mecca," who may be interested in pledging
fraternities and sororities. In light of what happened
to Davis, this shouldn't deter anyone from pledging in
a fraternity. However, they should at least learn about
the history of the organization they arc gelling into, and
ask themselves why they want to be a part of such an
organization.
Fraternities are supposed to bring out the best in a
person by preparing him or her for the real world.
Fraternities and sororities also help out their
surrounding communities.
For example, Howard University's own Kappa Alpha
Psi is involved in a program called Guide Right. The
fraternity helps students, in particular young males, at
J.O. Wilson elementary school to work with their
social and educational skills such as math and good
etiquelle. They also take them to campus football and

d
ti

basketball games. The Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity also
shows these hoy, that they arc just one of their
exceptional role models. By demonstrating that they
were able 10 pur.;uc an education beyond high school,
Kappa Alpha Psi encourages them to do the same.
Had it not been for the fact that the Southeast
Missouri State incident concerned black fraternity
members, one could have easily mistaken it for another
black on black gang murder. And what business does
a fraternity have commilling a crime that could so
easily be associated with such? Besides an unfortunate
murder incident, what did these Missourian Kappa
Alpha Psi "brothers.. have to offer? Nothing. They were
poor examples of wh,11 a true fraternity is.
There isn't any doubt pledging candidates inlo a
fraternity is a necessary part of the process, just like
boot camp is a necessary function of 1he military. But
hazing shouldn't be the itinerary of an organization that
is supposed to he about fraternal brotherhood. Where
were they when Michael Davis needed help?
Furthermore, what did the Kappa Alpha Psi members
at Southeast Missouri State University have in mind
when it came to shaping their pledges for the real
world?
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Note: The Kappt1 A/pita Psi fraternity at Howard
Uni1>ersity sends rlreir sincere co1ulale11ces to tire family
of Mic/roe/ Davis.
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Howard's South African affairs

,

There is a visible courting relationship between South
African students and the Howard University
administration. This is in addition to the few South
African studcnLS who are full-time at this insiitution
which was described rcccnlly by President Franklyn
Jenifer as having a "global ou1look."
As we understand it, Howard is part of a program
involving several univer,;ities that are training South
African students in professional and skilled areas of
business administration. What makes the Howard link
different from those other univer:;itics invohcd is that
Howard is a historicaly black college which is
particularly sensitive to the issues of racial
discrimination. From an cxperiencial point of view,
many of the Howard community are mindful that
institutionalized discrimination affecLS ones economic,
social and political well-being and therefore understands
the challenge, indeed predicament, facing young South
Africans.
On the personal level, several Howard administrators
have developed a close working relationship with black
South Africans through exchange visiL~ and other means
of support. Indeed, the relationship hcl\\een Moward
and the ANC has been on-going at various levels. Last
year, a group of youth from the ANC "\buth League
visited the campus and were well received by their
Howard counterparLS. When Chris Hani, an ANC leader,
was assassinated last year, the university wasted no time
in sponsoring a celebration or his life. Several
distioguished South African leaders have spoken at this
university.
No one can question whether I loward has its heart
in the right pince. The declaration of South Africa Day
Feb!O., and the considerable time invested into
sensitizing students to the South Africa·, first free
elections from April 27 - 29, and the effort 10 sponsor
an observer delegation of students, staff, and faculty, nrc
significant demoru.tration or iL~ historical role of assisting
cducationnlly in the liberation of blacks under
oppression.
President Jenifer alluded to this obligation in his
statement on Feb LO. to the launching or the book of
speeches entitled .. Nelson Mandela: Forging a
Democratic, Nonracial South Africa." He said that
Moward is .. koown throughout the ,vorld for its tradition
of commillcd black intellectualism and activism in the
cause of justicc... an institution founded on the premise
that education is the key to liberation ...
By now, the president would have come around 10 the
realization that the 50 pcrccent tuition surcharge facing
international students is an antithesis to his cry for
"justice" and "education for liberation." And, perhaps

more full-time South African studcnLS might have been
on register had not for this highly discriminatory measure
which was impo~ by Congress, but which has 001 been
seriously challenged by the university.
In light of the pica by Nco Moikangoa, deputy head
for the Office of the National Chairman of the African
National Congress at the opening of South Africa Day
that more money is needed 10 train South African in
acquiring skills, much more could be extended to them
if Howard were in a position to lowering high tuition cost
to international students. Removal of the surcharge is
all that is needed.
Then again, one wonders to what extent is Howard
willing to go in helping South Africans take charge of
their own affairs after the elections. \\buld Howard
declare South Africa a special case and offer more
scholarships? Some orginal thinking could help. ls it
possible ror ammgemcnLS to be made for our s1udenL~
from the schools of business, engineering,
communications, health, architecture etc. to work with
agencies in South Africa as part of their practical
training? ls South Africa being promoted as a place of
opportunity for many of the unemployed or
underemployed or soon-to-be Howard ttraduates? How
about opening an offshore Howard University in South
Africa, specializing in the skills idcntific'd by the peoples
or Southern Africa?
After all. there ,vould be good business for Howard
as well. Development funds can be tapped from
international ai;cncie.~ which are working on various
aspects of training and development. More South
African studcnLS to lloward would mean more money
going into the l loward killy.
Mandela's words in 1993 to the NAACP was hopeful
of support from the African America community leading
up to and after the clec1ion,, when he said: "As part or
the process of empowerment of the bind, people of this
countT)·, you h.ivc been ahead of u, in dealing with the
same question. What ,ve now need is your e.,perience.
What we need is your input to ensure that we organize
those who are now votcless to exercise their democratic
and inalienable right...
"All of this (effort) is going to need substantial
resources to enable w. to carry out our work effectively.
We appeal to you to join the campaign to generate these
resources, understanding, as you do, that the victory we
must obtain in South Africa is one that must address the
concerns and aspirations or all oppressed people
everywhere."
Whatever l loward decides, history must not tell a story
of •'if'stt and "but's" about how and why a.,;sistancc
crucial lo lihera1ion and genuine was not granted. We
must seize this our time!

Letter to the Editor:
Was King an idealist?
By Anthony Barnes
Dr. Marvin C. Steeling, the
chairman of the Philosophy
Department at the University of
the District of Columbia,
addres.,;cd a gathering of Howard
University students on the topic
"The Philosophy of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr." This took place on
Tuesday Feb. 15, 1994, in room
202 in Locke Hall.
Sterling was introduced by Dr.
Scgun Gchadegesin. the chairman
of
Howard's
Philosophy
Department, who invited Sterling
on the department's behalf. The
U.D.C. professor immediately
asserted that Or. King was more
than a social and civil rights
activist, but be was also a
philosophical thinker. To prove this
assertion. he alluded 10 a quote
from one of Dr. King's books
titled, "Stride Toward Freedom,"
in which Dr. King declared that he
"studied PcrsonaliMic Philosophy
- the theory that the clue to the
meaning of ultimate reality is
found in Personality." This
basically means that the universe
is not necessarily made up of what
we can see, or material things, but

it is made or "mind or spiritual
thing,." Dr. King further asserts
that these spiritual things cannot
he seen at a glance, but must be
carefully studied because it is of a
spiritual nature, not a physical one.
Dr. Sterling then sought 10
explain what he termed Dr. King's
ba.~ic philosophic position, which
is Idealism. The philosophical
meaning of Idealism. according
to Dr. Sterling is the "view
concerning ultimate reality which
primates spirit or mind."
Personalism is a part of Idealism.
This ontological primacy of spirit
or mind purported by Idealism
was also defended by George
Berkeley (1658-1753). Bcrkdey
wrote several philosophical
commentaries and Dr. Sterling
used a quote from one or these
commentaries to link his thinking
with that of Dr. King's. This quote
from Dr. King's anthology,
"Strength to Love." cxpre.s.sed how
he
vigorously
opposed
materialism. "Materialism is ,t
weak name that is blown out by
the breath of mature thinking."
After Dr. Sterling's treatise on
Idealism, he attempted to link the
activities of the late civil right\
hero with this philosophy. He

began to look at the fan1ous "I
have a Dream" speech .md pointed
out. "When "c hear Dr. King
speak symbolisms. we haw 001
pressed into the metaphorical
pronouncements enough to get the
wisdom of his word.~." According
to Dr. Sterling, "Space comes
about after the consciousness of
the 'knower.' The 'knower' is
primary, so space is in the person
- not the person in the space."
This, he said, was how Dr. King
thought.
Time ditl not allow the professor
to continue the lecture. This wa.,
particularly disappointing to this
writer as I would have loved to
witness how Dr. Sterling could
dissect the Words of the Bible in
explaining the role that this
philosophy played in his religious
outlook, which also fueled his
social consciousness. The closest
Dr. Sterling got to this issue was
when he asserted that Per;onalism
supports Dr. King's belief in God
and as person, as primary. Thus
people should be respected as
such. This is why he fought for
human rights. He also rejected
evolution by the same token.

A11tho11y Barnes is a sophomore
majorillg in TV. Production
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Enough is enough; frats, i
athletes: stop t he violence ~
The three-day vacation we had this past week for
President's Day was a blessing to many students. The
65-degree weather, coupled with the hoopla over the
Hip-Hop Conference, gave many students the excuse
to chill, maybe study and, of course, party.
Unfortunately, those factors may have been the leading
causes for fighting and mayhem on Sunday night.
Amongst other offerings during the weekend was
a party at the Chamber of Sound located at 925 Fifth
St. N.W. The party, like many other parties, offered a
seemingly healthful mix of popular music, students
dressed to impress and heat. Everyone seemed to be
having a good time until that all-too-familiar rush of
screams and running stopped the music; in other
words, another fight had broken out at a Mo" ardsponsored party.
Immediately the lights were turned on and everyone
was ordered out of the club. Due to the confusion. it
was hard to determine who the individual culprits
were, but it was clear what groups and organizations
were involved-fraternity members and athletes.
Again.
As disappointed party-goers filed towards their cars.
the fight spilled out into the streets. The unashamed
culprits faced off in the middle of the street, like in
the Old West, or like at a gang face-off. The crowd,
hungry for entertainment, took turns watching the
events and scanering when the police arrived and
ordered everyone to go home.
I low many partie., at Howard have ended the same
way? How many more times do we have keep fighting
amongst our,;elves? As clichcd as that may have
sounded, ii is most filling here and now. We are
supposed 10 be students at the mos1 prestigious Black
university in the world and here we arc, fighting like

thugs in the middle of the streets. Enough Ii
One of the most troubling thing.~ abou1 the
on Sunday night was the fact that it wa:;not
10 many people who the combatant, were
our illustrious athletes and fraternit) me
seem to have nothing belier 10 do than to.liq
lives or everyone else on campus with the·
ego-driven behavior.
Yes, ego-driven. It's like these men. ni
should be some of the leaders on cam;:c,.
something to prove to themselves :md to the ill
world. This is not 10 condemn each and C\CI)
or either group. but when it's orten these
shuning down night clubs, it lca,es one
about their moti,cs
How can someone re~pect an) of thN
an)one like them. if all the) e,er sect •
social sening is fight? Do they feel th31
know they have a 101 of .. back" then the) bJ,t
everything with fists and guns? It's all an~
again, the only difference between them a:il
the fact that they're university students-or1hem.
It's trul) a ,hame to both the organ
sponsored the Sunda> night part) and
who paid to allend With such outcome, 11'
that some of 1he e\cnls will be able to co
You who arc in,o1'cd in the fighting.
the Chamber or Sound but elsewhere, re
stop and toke a look di your behavior \\
role here? Fraternity member, athlete, thug.
all of the above? When you lea,c I loward. di
to be remembered for your stats, your colc:I
fight at the club?
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Only goodness conies fro-,n sacrifice
rJames 7X Baldwin
God created Himself from
nization, from chaos. He
·,,tablished freedom for
lfto determine whtlle\cr I le
of 10 bring forth. There can be
!t,dom m the midst of chaos,
ooc ha, the strength to resist
41;0rgani1cd.
In order to have
1
:ffl.there must be discipline,
Mi,hed order. Chaos i, not
~- nor is freedom chaos.
~ I) true discipline can only
IO<'icd in the truth (the
~ e of God, self and the
ill(l man, black woman, you

di,c1pline )llUl'>Clves to have
10 determine what you
llo"cver. the conditions of
people betray thn1 what we
,.b,le living in chaos, docs
fi1 u, Therefore, the whole

foundation of 1hinking, why we do
so. must be changed. To change 1he
whole tree, one must go 10 the root,
which is the knowledge of self and
love of self, nei1her of which we
have. Someone must come, hus
come, to create some11ting from
no1hing, order from disorder,
freedom from chaos (the power of
God). The godless void must now
be filled.
In order to blot out the devil's
civi!i:'a1ion, we must always
sacrifice for the black nation. It
musl be entrenched in us - mind,
body and soul - to do so. The
\\ illful giving of self (time, money,
energy and life) for the upliflmeni,
entrenchment and advancemen1 of
the black na1ion will preveni us
from being lethargic and sedenlary
people. The people in power must
know how to use the power. Ii is
not to be ruthlessly kept 10 a few,

nor to be carelessly thrown ou1 10
the masses.
The obligalion to sacrifice and
the willingness to do so removes
the requirement that we have to
miss the waler when lhe well runs
dry. We should obligate ourselves
- as ii is our na1ure - to do, so
1ha1 we will be ever-mindful of
sacrifice. Sacrifice is good, for it
enforces 1hc good and abolishes
1he wrong. This is why the
sacrifice of Jesus' life for his
people (nol bearing their sins)
makes the world devoid of evil. All
mus1 sacrifice 10 keep good in
place so that it will no longer be
necessary to allow a devil 10 exbl,
which shows us 1he lower side of
Self.
It will be 1he root of our children
10 sacrifice for 1hc advancement of
1hc black nation and the maMering
of all creation in a s1a1e of

unlimiting progress. This does not
mean enforced ch ild labor. This
means tha1 they will sacrifice time,
money, energy and life while
loving, believing, following and
understanding the Supreme
Wisdom. When we give. we do so
for own bcnefil. If done in the aim
to sincerely advance the nation,
1hc given unders1anding sub1le1ies,
then the individual and 1he na1ion
will siay strong.
Proverbs 16:6 says: "By mercy
and 1ru1h iniquity is purged and by
the fear of the Lord men deparl
from evi l." The one who sacrifices
docs so by mercy and lruth. This
means that one is merciful by no1
grudgingly reminding the recci,er
of "Look what I did for your· This
would cancel charity. The sacrifice
must be done in the way of truth,
the Supreme Wisdom. At the same
lime, the fear of the Lord, meaning
being careful always to right as

much as possible ( by 1he giver and
receiver) makes the evil deparl.
Sacrifice will generate, entrench
and advance Love.
The Holy Qu'ran enjoins
sacrifice to curtai l and remove evil:
The Abundance of Good (Sura
108) In the name of Allah, the
Bencficenl, the Merciful. Surely
we have given thee abundance of
good, so pray to thy Lord and
sacrifice. Surely the enemy is cu1
off from good.
We must sacrifice to raise
ourselves up out of our no1hingcondi1ion 1oday. We n,ust instill
1bai spirit of sacrifice in all of our
descendants, from the womb of 1hc
mother 10 the grave in the carlh.
The spirit of us here today will live
on and advance the black nation
long after we arc deed. if we keep
1he fire going.
The fire of hcll 1ha1 supposedly
torments 1hc wicked forever is

really 1he sacrifice of Self that
removes and prevents the existence
of 1hc devi ls. Sacrifice in unity,
under the guidance of Our God, is
our paradise and the devil's fire of
total annihilation. This world shall
not be lef1, "neither root, nor
branch." The black nat ion is
com ing 10 power and is exercising
power 1hrough sacrifice.
I also invite you all, male and
female, 10 preseni your qucs1ions,
concerns and disagreements to one
of the student minis1ers of the
Nation of Islam at the Howard
University Campus Mosque
loc:i1ed in the Armour J. Blackburn
University Ce111er Forum on
Sundays from JI a.m. to I p.m. I
leave you in peace with the words
of peace: As-salaam-Alaikum.

James 7X Baldwi11 is a sophomore
majori11g in b1tsi11ess ma11ageme11t.

Wovel ''Middle Passage'' insults black intelligence
·an I. Smart
..,u profcs',()r of Spanish in
!)(par1men1 of Modern
,gc,. I earned my B.A. in
,nd Spanish a1 University
, in Dublin, Ireland; my
Sp,inish at 1hc Na1ional
mou, Universi1y of
Mexico Cil): and my
111 SJ>Jnish at UCLA I have
:11 four books. 'J\\,o more,
Jing my first novel, arc
1 in prc,s. I am, therefore,
de humani,1 llowcvcr, I

am stcadfas1ly Afrocentric in my
academic oricnta1ion. Incredible
as ii may seem, thb orientation
estranges me from my humanist
colleagues here al 1he "capstone."
LaM ~emes1cr I was again
incorporated in10 1he 1eam of
insiructors for lhe lntroduc1ion to
lhc l lumnni1ies I. The las11,ork on
1he list of required 1exts is the
novel Middle Pussag,· b1 Charles
Johnson. I dutifully began reading
1hc text. At Page 27, however. I
harkened to 1he advice given 10 me
many years ago as a studeni in

Dublin by a saintly Irish professor
of mine: "Oon·1 read good books,
read only the bcs1:·
The book in ques1ion, by Negro
(or Colored Boy, if you prefer), is
ben1 on rapping with neither
coherence nor verisimili1udc and
cons1iiu1es an ac1 of high 1reason.
II sullies 1hc ,ymbolism of
Malcolm and Marlin, and too, of
John and Roben Kennedy (al least
as porirayed by the secular
hagiographers). It seeks no1hing
less lhan the trivialization of one
of the mosl poignanl and, if you

will, sacred symbols of human
history - 1hc Middle Passage. It
presents a light-hearted look at
slavery, oppression, affirma1ive
action, reparation, liberation and
"all 1ha1 jazz."
Suppose an Eastern European
Jew were to write a novel
advocating a "chilling out" on 1he
whole business of 1he holocausl
and "all that jazz:· Whnt would be
the reaction of"civilize<l socie1y''"
Would such a book be embraced
by humanists a1 Brandei\. or
Temple, or even UCLA'! Why

then. in the name of the good and
merciful God. did the humanists at
Howard Universi1y embrace such
an insuhing affirmation of while
supremachl values as 1his
incongruous essay at fic1ion by
Charles Johnson, a man of color. 10
judge by 1he mugshot on 1he back
cover? "II makes you want to
holler," as 1he lyric by Marvin
Gaye goes
I am mos1 thankful 1hat I, al
leas!, did nol invcst a red cenl on
my copy of 1his offensive 1ex1. I
grea1ly pi1y those s1uden1s who

have spent their precious dollars
on this sophomoric novel 1ha1 hurls
simplistic insult after simplis1ie
insult at all women and men who
seek justice.
Enough is Enough! There is
only one course of action open to
us. Let us proceed forthwith 10 rid
our environment irrevocably of
this
insufferable,
nox ious
nonsense.

Ian I. Smart is a Spanish professor
at Howard University.
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Black heroes personify black excellence
• 81Jck His1ory Monlh, we

those women and men of
dc--ccnt who made special
10n, 10 the struggle for
«Jorn ;n America. We
i 10 undcr~1and 1ha1 for
J people. history i, only
rollective memory - the
which give u.., a sense
•~ 1radition and purpose.
rethink 1he pal.I. we begin 10
~ 1c 1he personalities • and
"hich make the heritage
A!ucan-Amcrican people
I) 30 years ago, when I was
~r. Martin Lt11her King Jr.
:ucd to speal. at Wilbcrtorcc
11, the African-American
lC near my hometown of
Ohio. My parents decided
u, an e~cellent opportunity
entire family to hear 1hc
Jll(nl Jdvocate of the s1ruggle
-~ocquality. I remember the
:,Jding up 10 the event.
• Ii anticipating the chance 10
~ leading voice in the Civil
•\Jo,cmenl.
•hen "e arri\cd al the small
s for the speech, "e
11ered several thousand
ilcs parked tightly along
~, of 1he slender. two-lane
Hundreds more seemed to
nd 1he building where
·end King was scheduled 10
\J.,,sesofblad. people were
.J inside and around the
ng. 01hers seemed 10 be
here, sining on 1he lawn,
g the whirl of television
, and newspaper repor1ers.
nagcd to hear much of the
program. including King·s
,. J.s we stood beneath the
•1ado" s of 1he building.
'<lithe program finally ended
·;,: gospel choir sang, King
'" small entourage were

quickly ushered off s1agc. The
members of the audience quiekl}
rushed toward 1he building's main
en1rance, eager ly awai1ing the
chance to embrace and 10 touch 1he
single individual who best
personified 1heir own political
hope, and dreams of freedom. The
newspaper
reporters
and
cameramen scrambled into
position.
Something told me that it was
quite unlikely tha1 King would
venture through the main entrance.
No one could possibly navigate
through the sea of admirers and
media representatives. I squirreled
my way around several overweight
men in 1igh1 sui1s, crawling low
along 1he brink wall on all fours.
E,en1ually. I 1wis1ed my ,\ay
through 1he ma.1:c of people.
reaching the rear of the building
near a cluster of call trees.
Beneath the trees was parked a
very impressive, freshly-polished,
black automobile, with four black
men sining inside. In the back seal
on the left side sal Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., talking quietly with
01her men. Slowly, ga1hcring e,cry
ounce of courage I had, I walked
toward King. Re\'ercnd King turned
his head slightly. and noticing me,
began to smi le warmly. "Hello,
young man," he said softly.
There was silence. "Hello," I
replied, and vcn1ured 10 the car.
King leaned 1oward the door,
grasped my outs1rctched hand, and
embraced ii.
Stammering slightly, I inquired
if I could have Or. King's
autograph. A man in the driver's
scat responded 1hat I couldn'I be
given the au1ograph because
hundreds of other people would
want King's signature as well. I
was disappointed. but I was pleased
lhnt I had 1hc rare oppor1unity to
meet my hero, one-on-one.
Several years later, only weeks

before I was scheduled to graduate
from high school, I heard over 1he
radio that Or. King had been
a.,;sassinated in Memphis. The local
black newspaper. the Dayton
Express, agreed 10 send me as a
reporter 10 write a commeniary on
King ·s funeral in Allanta My
mo1bcr drove 10 1he airpor1 in
Dayton, and I ne" for 1he first time
in my life, arriving in Atlanla on 1he
night before the funeral.
The ne.~t morning. a1 6:30, I
arrived at the front door of
Ebene7.er Bap1is1 Church. With my
pad and pencil in hand, I was a
witness to the entire funeral 1hat
day. walking with 1housands of
others through Atlanta '5 s1rec1s in
honor of King's life and ideals. But
thousands of other African
Americans in over 130cities, from
Washington. D.C., to Chicago.
lashed out in anger and outrage.
Before the fires were burned out, 34
African Americans and five whites
were killed in the rioting, wi1h
properly damage exceeding $130
million. The dream of nonviolence
had come 10 an end, and Black
Power was now on lhc agenda.
\1ar1in"s con1inuing significance
to African-American people is that
he and other~ - Malcolm X,
Fannie Lou Hamer. Paul Robeson
- represented 1he very best within
ourselves. Young AfricanAmerican girls and boys can take
special pride in 1he memory of
Marlin, because through study and
commitmenl 10 the continuing figh1
for equali1y, lhey will become "new
Marlins and Malcolms." By
remembering our own hislory, the
struggle for freedom will always
continue for our people - unlil ii
is won.
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Dr.Manning Marable is a professor
of history a11d political science at
Columbia U11frersif)t

Students ,nust control their own destinies
!Antonio J. Barnes
111, I would like to state that I
I I going to discuss the Torri
lprotesl) si1ua1ion. I am not
· :o discuss 1he 11-0 Bison
Ilearn, and I'm nol going to
11-hctheror not Or. Jenifer is
iclc Tum l>ccausc I do not
, he i,. What I am going 10
ibou1 is how I loward students
~tour illusirious Universily
10 1he Mecca of black
gcncc and 1radi1ion.
1\c fir-.t issue 1h01 I would like
?le<.s is the inac1ivity of 1he
1 body 10 seize conlrol of
1
>ppcns 10 ii. or course, we
.1 share horrible experiences
he all have endured 1ogc1her,

bul we seldom express 1hose
unforiunaie encounters with the
members of our infamous
adminislration whho can m~e
the appropriate c anges. e
must look 10 our studenl
leadership 10 hold the
· '
h fi
administraiion s ,eel 10 1 e ire
on aciion laken or not laken.
And I would hope th a1 our
s111den1 leadership can find
primary im~r•an~ in_studcnl
matricula11on 111 heu of
vending issues.
The second issue I would
. h
like 10 bring 10 lighl IS I c
students' a11i1ude 1oward
Jelling 1he adminisiration
.·
f ·d ·
overshadow Ih e tra d1110n o pn e'"
the University. Many students

obviously feel that s ince they
cannot gel any cooperation from

of their school. Indeed, lhal is the
mos1 ridiculous idea I have ever

merely because it seemed like the
"hip" thing to do. Pcrsonall}\ I came
to Howard merely because of

----M--a-n_y
__s_t_u_d_e_n_t_s_o_b_v_i_·o_u_s_l..y-,_..e-e~l-t~h~a-t----~~o~~~~i~~~~~1::uf1f~~~~
•
care less about any member of
since they cannot get any cooperation
the adminislrative staff with a
•
b
f
th
from minute mem erS O
e
pre-lunch attitude.
111e third issue I would like
administration, they can't be
to address is the unwillingness
h l
of some sludcnt, to strive to Ile
proud of their SC 00 .
the best. I can't \lclieve I just
Perhaps the students who /1-'eel
this
made lhal siatement, but ii is
•
't
true. My friend and I were
way came to Howard merel y b ecause i
k'
I's
Ih roug h
loo · mg
seemed l;ke
the "h;:p"
thing to do.
grandmother's yearbook from
.,
"'
t 926, and 1he outstanding
11

minute
members
of the
administration, lhey can'I be proud

pondered. perh apst h cstu dentswho
Ii
d
feel this way came to owar

achievements of the 1926
studenl body '"ere
overwhehning.
,
Why aren·1 we overwhelming (10

put it simply)?
No doubl, many students aspire
10 be ' 1he bes1 in their fields of
sludy: I know I do. However, if
there is one s1udent 1ha1 lacks focus
on our campus, 1hen 1ha1 is one 100
many.
Finally, we, 1he students, are
ultimalely responsible for what
happens internally on our campus.
Lets s1ar1 to take control of the
goings-on. We, 1he students, make
1he University. Lei's believe in it.
We, the students, are 1he leaders of
our people. Let's s1ar1 to act like it.

A111011io J. Dames is a sophomore
majoring i11 i111er11atio11al {f11si11ess.
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BALDWIN LOUNGE

WOMEN'S DRAWING SITE:

I. Slowe Ball (co-ed) - AC

5. Park Square Apts. • • VLS

2. Bethune· MPR/VLS/AC

6. Eton Towers (co-ed)•· AC

3. Bethune Annex (co~d) • AC

7. Cook· MPR/VLS/AC

4. Meridian Hill (co-ed)

8. Howard Plaia Towers• • WU/R
RESIDENCE LIFE CONFERENCE ROOM

MEN'S DRAWING SITE:

1. Slowe Hall (co-ed) • AC

S. Cook-MPR/VLS/AC

2. Carver

6. Howard Plaza Towers• • H/U/R

3. Meridian

mu (co-ed)

7. Bethune Annex• AC/MPR/VLS

4. Eton Towers• (co-ed) - AC

CODE:

VLS
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Very Limited Space

H/U/R

MPR
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Meal Plan Required
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Higher rates/Unfurnished/Referral Only
Apartment - type dorms housing two, three, and rour

r

ACADEMIC CLUSTERS
Ola

a,...,_..,_.,

5eytN.1

"ACADEMIC CLUSTER" housing sections wiU be offered to students in $everal ~idence

llalll for UIM • 95. It 7011 ani inttnSted in being assigned to n corridor or section or your residence h'111 w.ith
ot,-.s ,._ ~ 1111 .il)tenst in the same acadnnic area, please indicate your inttteSt in the appropriate
spice OQ die llSVP
o.t1,

rorm.

The nwnber of students b1 an "academic cl~"ter" in a particul11r building depends

tbe -'>er of those wbo choose to participate, the student tmlgn.ment pattern, and the dt$lgn of the

blllldin,. ~ t l o n in an academic clll$1er will NOT llf?ect whetbu you receive the hall or room type of

year~ Tbe $WI and arranganent of clusters will vary from hall to hall and may not be available in
all bPlkNSfl.
ACADEMIC CLUSTER AREAS:

•PSYCHOLOGY

•PRE-LAW

•.BUSINESS

-...U,TH RELATED (PRE-MED, PRE-DENT, NURSING, ALLIED HEALTH, ETC.)
CURRENT RESIDENT FRESmtA.'l
Freshman students currently residing in University housing are guaranteed and are required
to reside in University housing for their second year (1994-1995).
NON-RESIDENT STUDENTS

Applications will be available beginning March I, 1994 for commuting students in continuing status who wish to
participate In the RSVP. Students should pick up applicallons from the Off-Campus Housing Office located

In room 19, Tubman Quadrangle. Completed fonns

must be returned no later than Monday, March 14, 1994 by

12:00 pm,

FEES REQUIREMENTS - PAYMENTS - REFUNDS
1. A housing deposit and application are not required of continuing students, ~tcept for those who are not

currently residing in the halls and do not have an application and deposit on me.

2. Assignments and waiting list positions generated by the RSVP are tentative, and will not be verified unless
the advance $100 payment Is received by April 4. Upon payment, the Office of Residence Life will veril'y the student's
housing assignment and provide him or her with a Housing Agreement and allled documents.
3. Payment of the $100 advance rent Is optional ONLY for current resident freshmen who are coverttl by the
housing guarantee/requirement for their second year.

4. All other continuing students receive housing assignments and waiting list positions are required to pay an
advance, non-refundable rent payment or $100 by April 4 so that their Foll housing is verified.
5. Students who receive a position on tbe wailing 11st must pay an advance non-re.rundnble rent payment of $ 100 by
April 4 to remain on the waiting lis t. Payment continues eligibility for Fall housing. Once an assignment
is offered, the advance payment Is non-refundable. All current resident freshmen will receive an assignment
(not a waiting list position) for the next year.
6. Payment ean only be made at the following location:
University Cahier's Office (Administration Building)
Office Hours: 9 am • 3 pm, Monday - Friday
Forms or Payment: (I) Cash, (2) Certified Check or Money Order, (3) Student Account Transfer
(Credit balance only.)

7. RSVP participants (except current freshmen) who pay after the April 4 deadline will have their tentative
assignments or original waiting positions CANCELLED and will be added to the waiting list.

8. Students who receive room assignments and make the advance rent payment, but FAIL TO REPORT by the
date specified in the housing agreement without written notice, shall hve their assignment cancelled and
forliet the $100 advance rent payment. Upon request, these students may have their names added
to the end of the waiting list. STUDENTS WHO WERE RESIDENT FRESHMEN IN THE
SPRING 94 WILL BE CHARGED FOR HOUSING IF THEY ARE ENROLLED FOR FALL 1994.
9. Resident freshmen In Spring '94 who do not participate In the Room Selection and Verification Plan will be
assigned to one of the spaces reserved for this group of students. Other continuing students who do not
participate In h e RSVP m ay have their names added to the end or the waiting list by making the $100 advance
rent l>IU'ID.ent.
10. Fall housing charges shall be due and payable In accordance with the regular University schedule for
payment or housing charges.
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ebb Elem.enta,·y em.braces Black c
By Miguel Burke

raise a child;" everyone collectively contributes to helping the students.
"We incorporate all of the school
employees in our program. Our custodian is the teacher and sponsor of
our chess club," said Walker.
In the classrooms, it is not an
unusual or unwelcomed sight to see
parents observing or lecturing a
class on basic items that will help
students advance in life. Some parents even act as extra disciplinary
aides to the teachers. In the fifth
grade class, a parent reprimanded a
student for sitting in his chair incorrectly.
In the sixth grade class, a parent
was lecturing the students on the
importance of developing and maintaining good personal hygiene.
"How do you handle unpleasant
odor?" the parent asked.
"Toke a good bath!" one student
firmly asserted.
"And use soap!" another chimed
In.
Because love is strongly empha-

Hilltop Staff Writer
A typical day in Abena Walker's
classroom at Webb Elementary
School can be an enlightening experience. Every morning, twinklingeyed students come to school with a
seemingly insatiable desire to learn.
Eagerly, they seek out staff members
for their daily hugs and greetings.
The school is called the African
Centered School because students
are taught in a manner that they can
culturally relate to. In addition to
studying basic subjects, students
study ancient Egyptian heiroglyphics, Wolof, Swahili, Spanish, instrumental and vocal music, dance and
martial arts.
Like any other elementary school,
the classes are divided into grade
levels; however, there are about 15
students to a classroom so teachers
can provide personalized, individual
attention.
The school practices the African
proverb "it takes a whole village to

sized at Webb Elementary, some
things are accomplished in a slightly different manner to assure that
this principle is instilled in the students. Instead of showing respect to
authority by referring to teachers as
Mr. or Mrs., students refer to them
as "Mama" or "Baba"
, an African
name for mother and father.
The students seem very excited
about learning. Early one morning,
second grader Heiress Bradford-El
strolled into the office complaining
about a stomach ache. But, her stomach ache seemed to mysterious! y
vanish when she overheard that the
fifth grade class was about to receive
a Swahili lesson. She became a part
of the class while the Swahili lesson
was in session and enthusiastically
recited what Swahili she knew.
"Sometimes, when my sister
brings home her Swahili book, we
go over our Swahili, so we can study
our Swahili and then we come to
school, and we know our Swahili,"
said Bradford-El "We study the single consonants and vowels."

To be a part of the program at
Webb Elementary, teachers and faculty must undergo teacher-staff
training courses.
"I feel the program is very unique.
The program can be utilized by all.
It's not just for black children
because it focuses on the child holistically regardless of color. It's child

oriented, not color oriented," said
Jessica Fitzgerald, the fifth grade
teacher and a parent of a student
enrolled in the program.
Even though the school is still
within the parameters of experimentation, many who are a part of
the school's community can only
testify to the positive changes that
they have seen as the program
evolves.
In an almost teary-eyed confession, Delores Griffith, who once
worked in the main office of Webb
elementary but now works in the
African-Centered school, profoundly spoke about her experience with
the program.
"I didn't know at that time that it

V

was going to change my life,"
said Griffith.
Others like Angela Fussell, a parent who once doubted the program,
now comes to work enthusiastic and
ready to give every ounce of energy
she has to assist in the program.
"She [Abena Walker] taught me
in her courses that we needed to get
away from all that we knew wasn't
necessary. This is the truly good
value system, this being the Walker
method."
Since Griffith and Walker started the program, both say they have
reaped nothing but positive benefits.
Despite hardships like receiving
start up funds late and having no
computer, Walker and her staff have
continued to push on.
"The main weakness is the constraints the school system has put on
us by not supporting us. But what
has helped us overcome this is the
strong community support," said
Walker.
Many Howard students are very
supportive of Walker's curriculum.

"I feel this school is necessary for
the development of African-American children. Other metropolitan
cities should follow suit by having
Afrocentric schools developed to
bring out the excellence in our children," said sophomore Ben Carter.
Chrishawn Bradner, a sophomore
in the School of Communications,
agreed.
"I feel that Afrocentric curricula
are very much needed in today's
society. Many black children are not
aware of the rich history and great
accomplishments of the AfricanAmerican race," said Bradner.
Other outside forces supporting
the program include the Washington
Urban League and the D.C. Service
Corps. Ten Howard students are
expected to join.
Abena Walker will speak at
Howard Feb. 24 at the Armour J.
Blackburn University Center in a
symposium on African Education.

Letters written by slaves soon to be unveiled
the National
Postal
Museum
during
an
analysis of
Civil
War
letters.
Spotwood
Rice was a
private during
' the Civil War,
•,,_
as well as a
g
• • tobacco roller
I i
and a slave
who
had
•
written
several letters
to his family
and
their

slaveowners.

By Ramonica Rice
HIiitop Staff Write

"... Dont be uneasy my
children. I expect to have you. If
Diggs dont give you up this
Government will and I feel
confident that I will get you ... [
once [thought] that I had some
respect for them but now my
respects is worn out and have no
sympathy for Slaveholders ... now
my Dear children I am a going

to close my letter to you ... and
dont think hard of us not
sending you any thing I you
father have a plenty for you
when I see you ... Oh! My Dear
children how I do want to see
you." private Spotwood Rice.
This is an excerpt from one of
the many slave letters that Dr.
Joseph Reidy, a Howard
University professor, will unveil
this Sunday, Feb. 27, at 2 p.m. at

As a part of
Black History
Month, Reidy
is taking the
time to inform
society about
the
many
unknown
individuals
who
made
contributions
during the Civil War.
Reidy and area colleagues
have been researching old
documents and unfolding letters
from slaves since 1976. They
attained most of their information
from the National Archives of
History and received funding
from the federal government and
the
National
Historical
Publications
and
Records
Commission, which is a branch
within the National Archives of
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Baltimore •

History. They've been lobbying
for funds since 1976 to get the
project off of the ground.
Others involved with the
project are Herbert Gutman, who
wrote Black Family, Slavery and
Freedom, and Ira Berlin, a
professor at the University of
Maryland at College Park. Berlin
actually spearheaded the project
and Gutman was the behind-thescenes person responsible for
gathering the scholars together.
"We worked on the
conventional research in the
National Archives to bear on the
Emancipation up to the Civil

War," Reidy said.
There are four thick volumes
of documents of more than 800
pages
dealing
with
the
Emancipation up to the Civil
War. Reidy said he and his
colleagues comprised a book
titled Free at Last, in which
Berlin, Reidy, Steven Miller,
Barbara Fields and Leslie
Rolandpresented condensed
versions of letters and documents
of this era.
Reidy said the readings will
be educational and enriching.
"It takes it back to a time
machine ... getting people in the
spirit in the documents," Rtidy
said, as he described the
emotions felt while the letters
were read.
Because the letters were
written during the Civil War
period, there weren't many
educated blacks, and those who
were literate wrote differently
from customary language of
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today.
Many of the letters were
written in cursive and were
difficult to transcribe.
"It takes practice over the
years ... [we] couldn't figure out
some of the letters, some of them

were ambiguous," Reidy said.
"Word by word, I became more

of sharing this research with his
students.
"[I] try to bring down
information for my classes ... It
seemed appropriate to shift
attention away from political
leaders ... political activism is
the ordinary people who are
history makers."

familiar with the way they
formed letters."
Reidy stressed the importance

Tom Joyner is latest
entry in battle of
morning disc jockeys
By Miguel Burke
Hilltop Staff Writer

expand to every city around the
country. What we're trying to do
with the show is entertain and
inform in a real positive way,
with good information and good
humor. Getting people to talk
about issues. some serious, some

"I'm very excited about
competing with Donnie in his
hometown. I'm on the visiting
team, and I'm on the borne court
and it's going to be very difficult
not so serious," Joyner said.
for me to beat him. I hope to at
Joyner also hopes to broadcast
least close the gap by the third
his show in Washington, D.C., in
q\Jarter."
addition to Dallas because of the
Although it is too early to teU
many events that occur here.
what the ratings will be, this is
At this point, Joyner is
the outlook held by Tom Joyner,
satisfied with the way his show
the newest entry in the D.C. area is being received by listeners in
competing for a strong audience
the D.C. area.
and ratings in the grueling world
"Well the 800 number that we
of morning radio
have is jamtalk shows.
packed with calls
The Tom Joyner
from
the
Morning Show
Washington area.
now airs weekday
I hope the ratings
mornings from 6
are a reflection
a.m. to 10 a.m. on
of the phone
93.9 WKYS and is
calls because the
making an attempt
reception has
om
to break the strong
been
really
hold
that
good," Joyner
established rival
said.
Donnie Simpson
Joyner views
holds with The
the con1petition
Donnie Simpson
between Donnie
Morning
Sha,
Simpson
as
which airs on 95.5
healthy and feels
WPGC.
confident that his
The To1n Joyner
show will be
Morning Show is
successful.
Although the two
transmitted
to
n1any cities across
are friends, he
jokingly said that
the country from
Dallas. It made its
he is always
debut
in
watching
bis
Washington, D.(' ..
back." He told
hov,
Donnie
Jan. 3. and since
then.
bas
Simpson sent
continued to attract listeners.
hin1 a tube of c"apstick. but in
The show gives listeners a
actuality the chapstick ,vas glue.
chance to hear the latest in music
He also acknuwlcdgcs that
Simpson is in the process of
and news. and it provides them
with the opportunity to discuss
trying to launch a nationally
the show's daily topics with
syndicated show.
Joyner.
Joyner is not so sure about his
Other ingredients that gi,c the
ratings. It is too early" to tell if
show its flavor include Joyn r
his show is affecting The Donnie
special guest artists, the morning
Simpson
~iorning
Show
because they haven·t been
mix segment pcrforn1ed b~ D.J
Steve "Silk .. Hurley and the
through a ratings period yet.
multi-cleo award-winning band,
l>lanv Howard students listen
to both radio shows in the
Uncle
Butchie
and
the
Livehouse.
morning and have a ,"ariety of
•
The show· caters to an adult,
op1n1ons.
"lt·s like a connection to
African-American audience
home . Since I live in Chicago.
Joyner says •hat he focuses on
more thari just rr-usic. He
Tom Jovncr comes on in the
concentrates on the overall
afternoon and I'm used to
aspect of bein° 1 radio disk
hearing him. so I listen to him
here;· says sophomore Chanda
jocke" wh1~
~Jud s the ai;tual
broadca ting.
Ru!
Joyner has many different
The ratings for both sho1vs
goals for the sho,v.
\\ 111 be tallied ID April
"\\/ell. I'm in 35 cities around
the country and my purpose is to

''Well the 800
number that
we have is
jam-packed
with calls
the

area. I ope
the ratings
area
reflection of
the phone
calls because
the reception
has been
really good~''
Joyner said.
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Pennsylvania abortion
restrictions upheld
~ Erica Kennedy

H1lttop Staff Wrtter

Pennsylvaniir's abortion
restrictions are scheduled to go into
effect starting Feb. 26, the end of a
court-ordered implementation
period.
The strict laws are the subject
of a case involving Planned
Parenthood of Southeastern
Pennsylvania v. Casey, which
challenges the restrictions
established under the Pennsylvania
Central Law in 1989.
The restrictions include:
• Spousal notification of plans
to have an abortion.
• Consent by a parent or judge
for girls under JS-years-old.
•lwenty-four-hour waiting period,
during which the patient and parent
must undergo counseling.
• The name of the physician
performing the abortion must be
reported to state authorities after
the procedure.
The 10-day implementation

period was established on Feb. 16
to allow for the distribution of
information 10 doctors and clinics
that need to comply with the law's
provision that women must give
" informed-consent" before they
receive an abortion.
Planned Parenthood continues
to fight the restrictions.
"This i~ just harassment and
punishment for women because
theselawssecmtostatethatwomen
can't make moral decisions," said
Jacquelyn Brinkley, director of
public affairs at Planned
Parenthood of Southeastern
Pennsylvania.
Brinkley said she knows how
deadly these restrictions could be
because she personally knows of
many who have died of"back-alley
abortions"
because
of
embarrassment,lackofsupportand
hasty decisions.
"We reject all of thes~
restrictions, and that's why we're
fighting so hard for this cause,"
said Brinkley.

Although Planned Parenthood
has always provided counseling to
its patients, Brinkley said, ii does
not support a 24-hour restriction
because patients and parents may
not always be able to alter their
schedules on short notice.
"We never want to put a
restriction on a woman's right to
choose," said Brenda Cooper, vicepresident for Planned Parenthood
of Metropolitan Washington.
Cooper said she feels there should
be no restrictions based on age or
anything else because abortion is
legal.
Nevertheless, students like
Carmen Armstrong, a junior
education major from Seattle,
\lksh., feels that some aspects of
the Pennsylvania law are just.
"l oppose abortion and would
definitely be for the counseling,
because some people sec an
abortion as a last resort and
counseling may help them to think
twice," said Armstrong. "Besides,
I don't feel anyone has the right to

take another life."
Although Brinkley and others at
the
Planned
Parenthood
organizations face protests on a
daily basis, they continue to have
many supporters.
"Too many people want to place
laws on what women should do
with their bodies, but in the end,
she's the one who has to carry the
child. She should have the right to
decide for herself," said Melanie
Smith, a senior Spanish major from
Rockland County, N.Y.
In spite of continuous opposition
and legal setbacks, people like
Brinkley continue to fight for what
they believe is right. Brinkley said
she and Planned Parenthood are
anxious to see women back in
control of their own lives.
"When [the lawmakers) control
a women's reproduction, they
control the v.oman," said Brinkley.
"And, these women who oppose
this are their own worst enemy."

Groups, legislators say ''no''
to feniale genital niutilation
by Linda Jones
Hilltop Staff Writer
The National Organization for
Women says it considers Female
Genital Mutilation the number
one issue facing women.
Female Genital Mutilation, as
it is called by many international
women's rights groups, is part of
a traditional ceremony in some
parts of Eastern Africa, Pakistan
and India. According to the
Minority Rights Group, a
London-based rights group. 80
million women and girls have
undergone FGM. The operation,
which is usually performed by an
older woman in the village or a
birth attendant, consists of the
"cutting of the prepuce or hood of
the clitoris, cutting of the clitoris
and of all or part of the labia
minora and at least the anterior
two-thirds and often the whole of
the medial part of the labia
majora," according to MRP.
Women who have been
infibulated will also have the
vulva stitched together with silk
and catgut sutures, leaving only a
small hole for urine and menstrual
blood. Catgut is the intestine of
animals and was used many years
ago in the U.S. for closing wounds.
This ensures potential husbands
that their women arc virgins when
they marry.

Many international women's
groups, such as NOW, consider
the practice unsanitary and say it
causes both short and long term
complications for women. They
may suffer from a lifetime of pain
as a result of the surgery. After a
couple of years, the sutures
disappear, but the skin glues itself
together in the form of a scar.
Sometimes the scar formation is
caused by a keloid, which makes
walking very difllcult.
Although it is primarily a
foreign practice, it is not isolated
to foreign countries. As the
immigrant population in the
United
States
increases, it must find ways to
deal with different cultural
customs which violate U.S. laws.
Representative Patricia
Schroeder
(D-CO)
and
Representative Barbara Rose
Collins of Michigan introduced a
bill on Oct. 7 that would make all
forms of FGM illegal in the
United States.
According to a spokeswoman
in Rep. Schroeder's office, the
obJective of such legislation is not
to discriminate against cultures
that are non-Western, but to
outline what is accepted as right
and wrong in the U.S.
Legislation that involves the
personal lives of individuals can
be extremely sensitive, especially

when it concerns a person's
cultural practices. This ceremony
is one that has been accepted and
passed on for at least 2000 years
William Stuart, Ph.D.• director
of undergraduate studies at
Maryland
University's
Department of Anthropology
describes
FGM
as
an
"enculturated belief.''
"They [enculturated groups]
come to believe the standards of
their cultural system," explains
Stuart.
In cultures that practice FGM,
a man will not marry a woman
unless she has been through the
ceremony. Since marriage is a
woman's only means of economic
survival in many foreign cultures,
this leaves few options for women
who do not undergo the
procedure.
"The women are controlled by
economics. They don't have the
means to work," said Marie-Jose
Ragab,
director
of the
International Division of NOW.
Nonetheless, women who come
to the U.S. and have the resource,
available to them to become
economically
independent
continue the tradition of
mutilation. Regardless of the pain
they went through, mothers
believe that they are doing what is
best for their daughters, by
making sure they are acceptable to

marry.
However, if these children have
been born in the U.S., the) are
American
citizens.
Rep.
Schroeder's bill, "The Federal
Prohibition of Female Genital
Mutilation Act of 1993,'' protects
the citizens from any form of
mutilation. The bill also sets up
education and outreach programs
under the auspices of the
Secretary of Health and Human
Services.
One of the problems with trying
to protect these women's rights is
that it is difficult to detect
operations that arc performed in
the U.S. Right now the onl)
victims authorities discover are
those who have been hospitalized
because of infections or
complications caused by the
mutilation.
Many people and organizations
would like to see the practice of
FGM banned all over the world.
Minority Rights lntcrnationnl
urges federal
and state
governments. media and opinion
leaders to ban together in support
of efforts against FGM.
Marie-Jose Ragab said that
since women within cultures that
practice FGM do not have any
means, outside of marriage, to
support themselves. "It is in our
[Western society) power to give
them the means," she said.

Minority scholarship
policy encourages
student diversity
B)' Ealena S. caJlendor

H :top Staff Writer
The use of minority i;cholarships

has been encouraged by President
Clinton's administration through :i
11ew policy that overturns a 1991
ruling deeming such scholarships
11lcgal.
"fhc polic)\ announced Feb. I 7,
supports the use of minortty
scholarships as a means of btenng
diversity
nd
correcting
dtSCrinulllltioDMinority schobMips have been
the subjea of debate since 1991
when the Bush administration ruled
that they were discriminatory.
Although a ban on these
--cholmhJps W1lS urged, it WIIS nc-vcr
instituled
"We Wlllll the doors lo past·
'«Olldar)· education to remain open
,or mmority students." said US.
Secrcbry of Education Richard W.
Rile):
Guidelmcs i:Jr scholar.;hlp aid
allow 8Wlllth on the basi.~ of race or
national origin when nuthorizied by
a federal 5tatute, when tailoml to
incre= diversity at u college or
university and when providing a
remedy i,r past discrimination_
"This indicates that this
administration realizes the need to
create avcn ucs of access for all
students." said Gay OJl>urn. the
director of communicauon.s wr the
American Association of State
Colleges and Uruvemllesln d<-t~rmining the rolic-v. the
[)cp tm nt o EJuc. llon rn· 1ev, c-d

Semor imurance m:ip

Moran s:ud grants bnd
should be allowed, but
schobnhips should DOI
"They can give grants,
h.wc to earn a scho
said.
Others see minonty
the way the Ointon
50ClllS lo SCC It -

OS 8

years of discrimination.
Robert Malone, a senior
major. said, ll 11
what v. bite Amcnca o.oa
America. II Is part of that
and a mule tbcy n :va gaw
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% of girls who
havenad the
procedure

Country

Somalia
100
Djibouti
100
Ethiopia, Eritria
90
Mali
90
Sudan (North)
90
Sierra Leone
90
Burkina Faso
70
Gambia
60
Ivory Coast
60
Kenya
60
Senegal
50
Egypt
50
Guinea
50
Guinea Bis_<,au
50
Nigeria
50
Mauritania
25
Central African Republic 20
Niger
20
Chad
20
Benin
20
Togo
20
Gh~a
20
1lmzania
10

La

M1

s

By I
Apr

Figures from Tire Hosken Reporr, 1982.
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count requires a sentence of two to seven years in
prison or a $5,000 fine.
The District of Columbia has no specific statute
against hazing, according to Officer Kenny Bryson,
h
t e public information officer for the Washington
Metropolitan Police Department. However
according to the Howard University Code of
Co nd uct, a st udent may be disciplined for
participating in hazing involving abusive and
humiliating treatment.
"It's terrible, the things they make people doJ·ust

. As Howard 's Greek organizations prepare for
their spring intake processes, some Howard students
have expressed disbelief and dismay at a hazing
incident that resulted in a student's death at
Southeast Missouri State University.
Michael Davis, 25, died Feb. 15 of trauma to the
head sustained during hazing activities.
Fourteen stu dents have been charged with
hazing. According to S g t . - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - •to prove their loyalty to a
Carl Kinnison, public
"I thought some of [the
fraternity," said Leticia
information officer for the
•
Ballard, a sophomore
Cape Girardeau, Mo., police hazing] decreased since a
radio/T. V./film
major.
· · I d
"There's got to be other
d
hazing •~cu es
.,epart~ent,
lot of fraternities got
any kind of physical or
ways ... it's not worth it."
psychological harm to
suspended. You would
1\vo days after the
Southeast Missouri State
som~one as a requ!re~ent to
think they wouldn't ke ep incident, officials at the
get into an organization or
as a requirement to maintain doing it," said Yvette Caver university announced the
their membership.''
•
•
' "immediate and permanent
Though the incident
a senior T.V. production
separation" of the fraternity
occurred hundreds of miles
major.
from the university's
away, its tragic importance
southeast campus.
did not escape the Howard
In addition to violating
community.
the Missouri state law, hazing is banned by the
,
university, the National Pan-Hellenic Council and
'I am surprised. l thought some of [the hazing]
decreased since a lot of fraternities got suspended. the Kappa Alpha Psi national organization.
You would think they wouldn't keep doing it," said
Davis, of St. Louis, was a junior majoring in
journalism. A memorial service was held on the
Yvette Caver, a senior T.V. production major.
The hazing charge, a misdemeanor, has a penalty university campus Tuesday, Feb. 22.
of up to one year in county jail or a $l,OOO fine.
A preliminary hearing date for all 14 students
has been set for March 9.
Seven of these students, who were directly
~nvolved with the incident, have been charged with
involuntary manslaughter. A conviction on this

n study released by the
Accounting Office.
the report, race-based
make up about 3 pcrcar
scholarships
awarded
undergraduate and
schools. Of those aw
professional ochools. they
about 8 pcnxnt.
~we h3vc takm into
recent GAO report,
extensive public co
dC\-ctopcd a poltcv Iha
ensure all 5!\ldcnts aocm 111
education." Riley said.
While the policy
schol:urJ1ip guidelinc3, the
over their constitu
continues. Some s.ay
~ viol:ilc the 0
Act of 1964, which
individuals from dis'crullill
the basis C'f race. rotor or
ongin by UIStltutlons
frocral funch

Female genital mutilation is
prevalent in many African coun~

Students react to hazing death
at Southeast Missouri State
BY. Ealena S. Cellender
Hilttop Staff Writer
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,outh Africa conference a
,uccess despite low- turn-out
;111tHarrls
a,Slaff 'Miter

the low turn-out, the
African conference held on
Feb. 10 successfully
imp<lrt.,nt information
tc upcoming elections and
conc.:rning thcetiuntry.
oonforence was a good
cc and :in e~traordinary
• 'slid Robert Cummings,
of the African Studies
cnt and co-chair of the
,\frican committee.
~' also said that those
"ho auended the panels
I\CUS\ions represented
r, who must relay the
1nform,111on back 10 their

1,bpllC

no longer concerned about

tmill the group participation
I am concerned about the
cf information taken away

"ho did participate," he
D(,nci Leaf-Camp, the
~r the forum titled "The

A 11

Role of Youth and Students:·
agreed w ith Cummings that the
conference was a good experience,
but she said the low turnout was

-'·

::a..
Or. Robert Cumming•

di,;appointing.
" fhc people who \\Crc there
were already conscious about South
African issues. but unfortunately,
the people who needed 10 be there
did not attend the conference;· she
said.

Leaf-Camp also pointed out that
the interest in the South African
observer team, a group of 12
people, three to five of whom will

be I loward students chosen through
a process of app lications and
interviews, has been immense. But
students arc not interested in
attending forums that discuss
important issues regarding South
Africa.
Bui the scudcnts who attended
received
much
valuable
information.
Mary I loovcr. a professor in the
School of Education and co-chair
of the South African committee,
echoed Cummingi; • feelings about
the overall success of the
conference.
"It was a spectacular success
and a true bringing together of a
number of organilations and
ideologies across the whole
spectrum:· she ,aid.
She attributed the conference's
low turn-out to the failure of the
various university departments in
distributing the Oycrs promoting
the conference, which were placed
in chcir mailboxes.
llowc,cr, the conference was
also succcssful because SI 000 was
raised at the reception in the

I loward Univcrsicy Hocel Thursday
evening. According 10 Cummings,
the money will be used 10 help
purchase trucks for transporting
people 10 and from the polls for the
election April 27-29.
The conference, whose Iheme
was "South Africa on the Br ink of
Daybreak,'" hrought togechcr
"national and international leaders
in politics, education, student
affairs and business 10 disseminate
information, raise consciousness
and solicit support for a new South
Africa," the conference program
noted.
Cummings said the elect ions arc
just the first Mep, and the activists
of policical liberation for South
Africa must continue to help after
the elcccions.
"The central theme should be to
wed
or
marry
political
independence wich economic
independence. We must bring
forward human and material
resources 10 help South Africa
move more progressively toward a
free and democratic society." he
said.

Elections violence leaves
overl00injured,one
dead in St. Vincent
By Omowale Elson
Hilltop Staff writer
Election violence erupted in the
Caribbean state of St. Vincent and
the Grenadines, leaving one
person dead and 14 hospitalized,
including a one-year-old child,
One hundred fifteen peri.ons were
reportedly injured Sunday, the eve
of the elections.
Dead is I 9-year-old Elizabeth
Keane, a mother of cwo children
from Largo Heights. She was
reportedly struck in the face with
a stone.
According to Roxanne Gibbs,
associate managing editor of the
Barbados Daily Nation newspaper
which was monitoring che
elections, violence broke out
when I\\O motorcades of opposing
parties met in Che capital,
Kingstown.
Prime Minister James Mitchell.
who ,was returned to power with
12 of the 15 scats, visited the
injured al the hospital on Monday.
1l1irty-1hrcc candidates from

James Mitchell

three major parlics, the ruling
New Democratic Party of
Mitchell; the St. Vincent Labour
party led by lawyer Stanley John;
and the Movemcnc for National
Unity led by lawyer and polilical
scientist Dr. Ralph Gonzales,
contested the elections. Three
independent candidates were also
in the race.
Gonzales and Louise Straker
of the MNU, and Vincent Beache
of the St. Vincent Labour Party
were the three successful
opposition candidates.

Caribbean Students Association to celebrate 50th anniversary
caravan
to \\clCOmc .1 cara, an.
Icollect humanitarian
Cul a take, pl cc ,ll
Al01siu Church. North
d I streets. N. \\.'., at 7
program, which aims
I the US. embargo
Cub.,, includes a
of speakers: Raimundi
bro, prc,idcnt of the New
__,...,.d Cuban American
.:e Re,. Christain De
f che C'ah ar) United
Ch,ucb: and student

By Lisa Nanton
Hilltop Staff Writer

·1 his year, che Caribbean
Students Association \\ ill be
celebrating ils50th year on Howard
University's campus.
A celebracion will take place
during Caribbean Weck from April
10-16. under the theme, "NOW IS
THE TIME." These festivities
involve an art exhibition. a food
festival, a political forum, an
anniversary party. a sports day and
a picnic.
On April 7, the CSA" ill present

a fashion show in collaboration
with the Undergraduate Student
A"embly. The Caribbean navor
will be ver} evident and can be
sampled in the show, "Callaloo,"
The theme behind "Callaloo,"
which signifies a tasty blend of
different foods. is a representation
of whac the CSA is crying 10
accomplish. According to the
president, Che Keens-Douglas,
CSA is trying 10 recruit members
from more diverse cultures in an
effort to educate others and share
with them the man} attributes of the
rich and warm culture, embodied
in the CSA.

Keens-Douglas said many
people were of the impression that
one should be from the Caribbean
in order to be a member of the
CSA. I lo\\ ever, everyone from
each country and culture is
encouraged and welcomed 10 join
the Carihbean organization 10 help
celebrate and be a parl of its 50th
year.
Meanwhile, CSA continues to
strive to become a bigger 'voice· on
campus, said Keens-Douglas. The
CSA has already established itself
as an exemplar for many other
international student organizations
on .,rea campuses because of ics

~outh Africans ponder the future
~tniani Makabela

workers.
If reconstruction is co be
· "n that the results of the achieved, a tripartite approach
,, general eleccions will involving the private sector. labor
and government will have to be
undertaken. II will also depend
on how people support the rc1===== ====="-----, construc11on program,
which
means
that
government will have 10
embark on large-scale
awareness strategies.
But it seems impossible
10 transfer such gains to the
people withouc addressing
chc
quescion
of
nationalization. Private
property such as roads and
essential
services,
electricity and the airport
must be nationalized to
help the economy. By doing
this, more revenues wi ll be
directed into the public coffers.
it
is
through
the first black majority Indeed,
cnt of South Africa in nationalization that all the people
part1c1patc
in
lhe
mcmor}, a major task of will
leaders will be to achieve redistribution of economic
wealth.
cd and truly democratic
Another significant pledge by
Africa as a long term goal.
er, the question is how to the ANC is to work toward a nonc democracy in a state sex is1 South Africa. Gender
institutions and officials issues will not be sidelined once
1bamelessly denied basic elections have taken place, as
1n rights/needs to che some people believe. A survey
conducted by the ANC proved
it) black population?
that the majority population in
V.bat I am saying is that a
South
Afr ica arc women, and all
nment. no doubt under the
policy
should reflect ways of
o National Congress, has
improving
their disadvantaged
oral right 10 first address
l election promises: Free position in society.
Gender issues arc inseparable
lion, free health care (for
from
the wider politica l and
who cannot afford 10 it).
ton
of
jobs
and economic problems facing the
unities. control oft he civil country. Women arc largely
ICc and devclopmenl of unemployed or underemployed,
uneducated and without health
I infrastructure in rural
listspecially in high density serv ices. In promoting and
lu Such a program, we respecting women's rights in
South Africa, there will have to
~ct. wou Id establish a
Ilium wage and socia l be access 10 education and
rity to ensure equality crni ning. Effective consumer
legislation and programs should
pensioners.
be
directed towa rd the progress
I• fact, in whatever priority
of
women
in the rural areas.
n to them, it i~ difficult to
Women
will have to be given
p any of the issues which
major
roles
in poli_tics,
thcblack political platform:
government
and
corp?ratlons.
11gh1 co own land and get
That
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wha
t
a
non-sexist
South
the land chac was forcibly
Africa
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an
end
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of
all
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by government, men and society
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For that reason, Winnie
Mandela will be playing a very
important role in the new
government for the people of
South Africa and for women in
particu lar. She has proved
already that she can senc in
major offices, having been
elected deputy president of the
South African National Civic
Organization. president of the
ANC's Women's League and also
a member of the AN C's National
Assembly. Certainly, she is one
of che few leaders who care about
the people on "the ground.'' She
is the voice of women. youth and
the poor.
The achievement of a non•

Africa will accommodate anyone
with new skills. especially those
that will build the country. The
whole i~suc of development political, economic and social is no" extremely high 0n the
international agenda.
Black South Africans will
welcome investors from all over
the world as long as they do not
have 1hc aim to control the lives
of South Africans. That means
African Americans will also be
welcomed 10 invest and to work
as professionals or skilled people.
Mandela might be in the giveand-take si1uation with de Klerk
because he is trying to
accommodate everyone. He i~ an

Women's rights Is a polltlcal Issue to be addressed.

large Caribbean population and its
success in becoming "a home away
from home" for Caribbean studenLs.
Today, the general body will
appoint an electoral commiucc 10
plan the upcoming elections.
Elections of a new representative
slate for the 1994- l 995 academic
year are tentatively scheduled early
in April. Unfortunately, Caribbean
students will not sec the return of
three of its incumbent executive
members: Betty Alleyne, vice
president: Nicole Jones. general
secretary: and Louisa Lawrence.
treasurer, who" ill be graduating in
May.

A Glance Around The World
By Glorla McFleld
H1lttop Staff 'Mrter

Washington
Haitian
President Jean-Bertrand Aristide
has agreed to meet with visiting
Haitian legislators to discuss
plans fur restoring order in Haiti.
The legislators arc a~king that
the exiled president name a new
prime minister to aid efforts to
restore democracy. Haiti's first
freely-elected president, Aristide,
was ousted in a September 1991
military coup. (Reuters)
Norway

Lillehammer-Edvard Munch',
priceless masterpiece "The
Scream.".,. hich was stolen from
Oslo's National Gallery Feb. 9,
''might surface again" according
to Borre Knudsen. a former
Lutheran minister. Knudsen.
who opposes Scandinavia's
liberal abortion laws, hinted in
scatcmcnts made Feb. 17 that
should the Norwegian state
television broadcast "The Silent
Scream.'' a film dcpictin!! a fetus
being sucked from a womb in an
abortion, then the famous
pamtmg may be returned. A
spokesman for the Norwegian
television company said such a
deal is "out of the question." In
Norway, woO'en arc allowed to
have abortions paid for by the
scatc until the 12th week of
pregnancy. (The Washington
Post)
lndon~ia

racial society does not mean the
flooding of Jews and Chinese
into our country, as the de Klcrk
Government
is
presen tly
advoca ti ng as a ploy to create
further strife among ethnic
groups. This "flood" in the
country of Jews and Chinese is
not only upsetting the indigenous
people because they arc being
used as scapegoats of the
government. They will also be
used to vote even though their
im migration
status
is
questionable. Indigenous people
are also up in arms because they
arc taking husinc~ses and jobs
away from loca ls.
Let me hasten to say that I
perce ive that t he new South

cxcellenl negotiator. He is
prepared 10 share power with any
other party that is serious about
realizing the goals outlined
above. If the compromising spirit
which he exhibits is forthcoming
from the other parties, then he
will not experience difficulties
in leading the people of South
Africa.

Khe11sa11i Mak11bcla is a11
administrative officer of the
National U11io11 of Metalworkers
ofS011th Africa, 011e of the largest
trade 1111io11s. She visited Howard
University last December.

Due to the success of the ski trip
held Jan. 29, the CSA will be
hosting a second one ac a ski resort
in West Virgini.i March 5. All arc
welcome to participate in this funfilled day.
The CSA is also planning a series
of basketball games before the
scmci.ccr ends. These games will be
held in associacion with other
Caribbean student organiL.1tions in
the area. All arc urged to come oul
and support the Howard team.

Liwa - An earthquake hit
Sumatra on Fcb.16. claiming 184
lives. injuring over l 000 people
and causing massive damage.
According co government
sources, the death toll is cxpcctcd
to rise as rescuers .m: having
problems reaching villages
where many p.:ople arc belic,cd
to be trapped in the rubble. The
force of the quake measured 6.5
on the Richter seismological
scale. (The Washington Post)
Mexico
Mexico City Manuel
Camacho,
the
Mexican
government's peace negotiator.
announced that negotiations \\ere
scheduled 10 end the Indian
uprising in Mexico ·s Chiapas.
The crisis in Chinpas escalated co
a standoff hetween 14.000
federal troops and 2.000 armed
rebels. Leaders of Zapacista
National Liberation Army, who
captured four towns in Chiapas
on Feb. l, demanded that issues
of political reform also be
discussed
during
the
negotiations. (New York Times)
Bermuda
,
Hamilton- A Jamaican woman
stabbed a policeman after finding
her lover with another women.
Constance Eleanor Edwards. 51,
grabbed an eight-inch kitchen
knife, slashed her lover ·s water
bed and then turned on the
policeman who was trying to
calm her down. according to
court officials. She received a
two-year suspended sentence.
(Caribbean News Agency).

Rastafarian film show planned
In honor of Black Hiscory Month, the Rastafari Community of
Washington, D.C., will be holding a Rastafarian film/video show and
symposium at the Armour J. Blackburn University Center Sunday from
11 a.m. co 7 p.m.
Organizer Ras Abraham Peddie said the program would focus on
information on Africa and Rastafari, which has t>ccn suppressed.
"We arc prepared to share with the audience the other half of the
story which has not been told. For right now, African people are mak(ng
themselves available and emerging from their slumber co re-cscabhsh
their roots with the homeland."
"This is the time of repatrialion, liberation and redemption," Bedd ie
added.
The JO-year Washington organization will be holding similar evcn!s
during the year 10 heighten the consciousness of the movement, Peddie
said.
For more information, call (202) 462-4035 or (202) 562-2856.
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[)c,nci Leaf-Camp. the
br the forum titled "TI1e

Rally set to
elcome Cuban
caravan
10 "clcomc

es:

caru,an,
lco le t humanitarian
fJr Cub take, pbcc at
AIU) u, Church. North
nd I ,trccts. 1','.\\'., at 7
p Jgr Jm, which aim,
est the l·.s. embargo
I Cuba. include, a
of speaker,; Raimundi
ilrto, president of the New
d Cuban American
c, Re,. Chnstain De
f th Calvan· United
Church: and student
from area um,crsities.

Role of Youth and Studcnb,"
agreed with Cummings that the
conference was a good experience,
but she said the low turnout was

I'

•
Or. Ro~rt Cumming•

disappointing.
"The people who were there
\\ere al read) conscious atx1u1 South
African issues, but unfortunately,
the people who needed to be there
did not attend the conference." she
said.
Leaf-Camp also pointed out that
the interest in the South African
ob,erver team, a group of 12
people, three to five of whom will

be Howard students chosen through
a process of applications and
intervicws. has been immcnse. But
students are not interested in
a11ending forums that discuss
important issues regarding South
Africa.
But the students who a11endcd
rccci,ed
much
valua\lle
information.
Mary Hoover, a professor in the
School of Education and co-chair
of the South African commi11ee,
echoed Cummings' feelings about
the overall success of the
conference.
"It was a spectacular succes.~
and a true bringing together of a
number of organizations and
ideologies across the whole
spectrum," she ,aid.
She a11ributcd the conli:rcncc·s
low turn-out 10 the failure o1 the
various university departments in
diMributing the nycrs promoting
the conference, which were placed
in their mailbo.,es.
llowevcr. the conference was
also successful because S1000 wa~
raised at the reception in the

Howard Unh'Crsity Hotel Thursday
evening. According to Cummings,
1he money will be used 10 help
purchase trucks for transporting
people to and from the polls for the
election April 27-29.
The conference, whose theme
was "South Africa on the Brink of
Daybreak," brought together
"national and international leaders
in politics, education, student
affairs and business to disseminate
information. raise consciousness
and solicit support for a new South
Africa," the conference program
noted.
Cummings said the elections are
just the first step, and the activists
of political liberation for Sduth
Africa mu\t continue to help after
the elections.
"The central theme should be to
wed
or
marry
political
independence with economic
independence. We must bring
forward human and material
resources to help South Africa
move more progressively toward a
free and democratic societ)•," he
said.

Elections violence leaves
overl00injured,one
dead in St. Vincent
By Omowale Elson

Hilltop Staff writer
Election violence erupted in the
Caribbean state or St. Vincent and
the Grenadines, leaving one
person dead and 14 hospitalized,
including a one-year-old child.
One hundred fifteen persons were
reportedly injured Sunday, the eve
or the elections.
Dead is 19-ycar-old Elizabeth
Keane, a mother or two children
from Largo Heights. She was
reportedly struck in the face with
a stone.
According to Roxanne Gibbs,
associate managing editor of the
Barbados Daily Nation newspaper
which wa, monitoring the
elections, violence broke out
when two motorcades of opposing
parties met in the capital,
Kingstown.
Prime Minister James Mitchell,
who ,was returned to power with
12 of the 15 seats, visited the
injured at the hospital on Monday.
Thirty-three candidates from

James Mltchell

three major parties, the ruling
New Democratic Party or
Mitchell; the St. Vincent Labour
party led by lawyer Stanley John;
and the Movement for National
Unity led by lawyer and political
scientist Dr. Ralph Gon7.a les.
contested the elections. Three
independent candidates were also
in the race.
Goni.ales and Louise Straker
of the MNU, and Vincent Beache
of the St. Vincent L1bour Party
were the three successful
opposition candidates.

Caribbean Students Association to celebrate 50th anniversary
By Usa Nanton

Hilltop Staff Writer

fhis year, the Caribbean
Studcnh Association will be
celebrating its 50th year on I loward
University's campus.
A celebration will take place
during Caribbean Weck from April
I 0-16, under the theme, "NOW IS
THE Tl ME." These festivities
involve an art exhibition, a food
festival, a political forum, an
anniversary party, a sports day and
a picnic.
On April 7, the CSA will present

a fashion show in collaboration
with the Undergraduate Student
Assembly. The Caribbean navor
will be ver} evident and can he
sampled in the show, "Callaloo."
rhe Iheme behind "Callaloo,"
which signifies a tasty blend or
different foods, is a representation
of what the CSA is trying to
accomplish. According 10 the
president. Che Keens-Douglas.
CSA is trying to recruit members
from more diverse cultures in an
effort to educate others and share
with them the many a11ributcs of the
rich and warm culture, embodied
in the CSA.

Keens-Douglas said many
people were of the impression 1ha1
one should be from the Caribbean
in order to be a mcmher of the
CSA. llowevcr, everyone from
each country and culture is
encouraged and welcomed to join
the Caribbean organi,.ation to help
c~lebratc and be a part of its 50th
year.
Meanwhile, CSA continues 10
strive to become a bigger 'voice' on
campus. said Keens-Douglas. The
CSA has already established itself
as an exemplar for many other
international student organizations
on area campuses because of its

large Caribbean population and its
success in becoming "a home away
from home" for Caribbean student~.
Jbday, the general body will
appoint :m electoral commiUec 10
plan the upcoming elections.
Elections or a new representative
slate for the 1994-1995 academic
year arc tentatively scheduled early
in April. Unfortunately, Caribbean
students will not sec the return of
three or its incumbent executive
members: Betty Alleyne, vice
president: Nicole Jones, general
secretary; and Louisa Lawrence,
treasurer, who will be graduating in
Ma}.

Due to the success of the ski trip
held Jan. 29, the CSA will be
hosting a second one al a ski resort
in West Virginia March 5. All arc
welcome to participate in this funfilled day.
The CSA is also planning a series
of basketball games before the
semester ends. These games will be
held in association with other
Caribbean student organizations in
the area. All are urged to come out
and support the Howard team.

~outh Africans ponder the future

A Glance Around The World

Uusani l\lakabela

By Gloria McFleld

workers.
If reconstruction is to be
ncn that the results of the achieved, a tripartite approach
~• general elections will involving the private sector. labor
and government will have to be
undertaken. It will also depend
on how people support the rc1=========='-- - - , construction program,
which
means
that
government will have to
embark on large-scale
awareness strategies.
But it seems impossible
to transfer such gains to the
people without addressing
the
quest ion
of
nationalization. Private
property such as roads and
essential
services.
electricity and the airport
must be nationalized to
help the economy. By doing
this, more revenues will be
directed into the public coffers.
it
is
through
the first black majority Indeed,
ttmcnt of South Africa in nationalization that all the people
part1c1pa1e
in
the
mcmor), a major task of will
leaders will be to achieve redistribution of economic
td and truly democratic wealth.
Another significant pledge by
Africa as a long term goal
tr, the question is how to the ANC is to work toward a non1c democracy in a state sexist South Africa. Gender
in>1itutions and officials issues will not be sidelined once
<hamelessly denied basic elections have taken place. as
some people believe. A survey
D rights/ needs 10 the
conducted by the ANC proved
ii) black population?
\hat I am saying is that a that the majority population in
nment, no doubt under the South Africa arc women, and all
o :-.lational Congress, has policy should reflect ways of
ral right 10 first address improving their disadvantaged
) election promises: Free posi I ion in society.
Gender issues arc inseparable
110n. free health care (for
from
the wider political and
who cannot afford to it),
ion
of
jobs
and economic problems facing the
nities, control of the civil country. Women arc largely
unemployed or underemployed,
ICC and development of
1 infrastructure in rural uneducated and without health
t<pccially in high density services. In promoting and
. Such a program, we respecting women's rights in
!let, "ould establish a South Africa, there will have to
be access 10 education and
llum w,1ge and social
II) to ensure equality training. effective consumer
legislation and programs should
gpcn,toner,.
foct, in whatever priority be directed toward the progress
L,o to them. it is difficult to of women in the rural areas.
Women will have to be given
"1Cp any of the issues which
major
roles in politics,
'lhe black political platform:
government
and corporations.
right to own land and get
That
is
what
a non-sexist South
the land that was forcibly
Africa
will
mean
- an end to
.the right to running water
oppressing
women
of all races,
electricity in homes; and
by
government,
men
and society
ltr\ rights, especially for
domestic and public in general.
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For that reason, Winnie
Mandela will be playing a very
important role in the new
government for the people of
South Africa and for women in
particular. She ha, pro,cd
already that she can serve in
major offices. having been
elected deputy president of the
South African National Civic
Organization, president of the
ANC's Women's League and also
a member of the AN C's National
Assembly. Certainly, she is one
of the few leaders who care about
the people on "the ground." She
is the voice of women. youth and
the poor.
The achievement of a non-

Africa will accommodate anyone
with new skills, especially those
that will build the country. The
whole i%uc of development political, economic and social i, now extremely high on the
international agenda.
Black South Africans will
welcome investors from all over
the world as long as they do not
have the aim to control the lives
or South Africans. That means
African Americans will also be
welcomed to invest and 10 work
as professionals or skilled people.
Mancjela might be in the givcand-taki situation with de Klcrk
because he is trying to
accommodate everyone. Ile is an

Hilltop Staff v.'rtter

Washington Haitian
President Jean-Bertrand Aristide
has agreed to meet with visiting
Haitian legislators to discuss
plans for restoring order in Haiti
The legislators are asking that
the exiled president name a new
prime minister 10 aid efforts to
restore democracy. Haiti's first
freely-elected president. Aristide,
was ousted in a September 1991
military coup. (Reuters)
Norway
Lillehammer-Edvard Munch's
pri!:clcss masterpiece ''The
Scream, · which was stolen from
Oslo's National Gallery Feb. 9,
"might surface again .. according
to Borre Knudsen, a former
Lutheran minister. Knudsen.
who opposes Scandinavia's
liberal abortion laws, hinted in
statements made Feb. 17 that
should the Norwegian state
television broadcast "The Silent
Scream." a film depicting a fetus
being sucked from a womb in an
abortion. then the famous

Liwa - An earthquake hit
Sumatra on Feb.16, claiming 184
lives, injuring over 1000 people
and causing massive damage.
According to government
sources, the death toll is expected
to rise as rescuers are having ,_
problems reaching villdgcs ,.
where many people arc believed
to be trapped in the rubble. The
force of the quake measured 6.5
on the Richter seismological
scale. (The Washington Post)

Mexico
Mexico City Manuel
Camacho,
the
Mexican
government's peace negotiator,
announced lhat negotiations were
scheduled to end the Indian
uprising in Mexico ·s Chiapas.
The crisis in Chiapas escalated to
a standoff between 14,000
federal troop, and 2.000 armed
rebels. Leaders of Zapatista
National Liberation Army, who
captured four towns in Chiapas
on Feb. I, demanded that issues
of political reform also be
discussed
durtng
the "
negotiations. (Ne\\ York Times) I,

Bemtuda

Women's rights Is a political Issue to be addressed.

painting may be returned. A
spokesman for the Norwegian
1~lcvision company said such a
deal is "out of the question:· In
Norway, women arc allowed lo
have abortions paid for by the
state until the 12th week of
pregnancy. (The Washington
Post)
lndonesla

racia l society does not mean the
flooding of Jews and Chinese
into our country. as the de Klerk
Government
is
presently
advocat ing as a ploy to create
further strife among ethnic
groups. This "flood'' in the
country or Jews and Chinese is
not only upsetting the indigenous
people because they arc being
used as scapegoats of the
government. They will also be
used to vote even though their
immigration
status
is
questionable. Indigenous people
are also up in arms because they
arc taking businesses and jobs
away from locals.
Let me hasten to say that I
perceive that the new South

excellent negotiator. lie is
prepared to share power with any
other party that is serious about
realizing the goals out lined
above. If the compromising spirit
which he exhibits is forthcom ing
from the other parties. then he
will not experience difficulties
in leading the people or South
Africa.

Khe11s011i Mok11be/o is 011
administrative officer of the
National U11io11 of Metalworkers
ofS011th Africa, one of the largest
trade 1111io11s. She visited Howard
University last December.

Hamilton- A Jamaican woman
stabbed a policeman after finding
her lover with another women.
Constance Eleanor Edwards, 51,
grabbed an eight-inch kitchen
knife, slashed her lover ·s water
bed and then turned on the
policeman who was trying to
calm her dov.n, according to
court officials. She received a
two-year suspended sentence.
(Caribbean News Agency).

Rastafarian film show planned
In honor of Black History Month, the Ra.~tafari Community of
Washington, D.C., will be holding a Rastafarian film/video show and
symposium at the Armour J. Blackburn University Center Sunday from
11 a.m. 10 7 p.m.
Organizer Ras Abraham Peddie said the program would focus on
information on Africa and Rastafari, which has been supprc~sed.
"We arc prepared to share with the audience the other half of the
story which has not been told. For right now, African people arc mak1_ng
themselves available and emerging from their slumber to re-establish
their roots with the homeland."
"This is the time of repatriation, liberation and redcmpti~h," Peddie
added.
The IO-year Washington organization will be holding similar even~
during the year to heighten the consciousness of the movement, Peddie
said.
For more information, call (202) 462-4035 or (202) 562-2856.
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oa escence s a e wins
HUSA election by 55 votes
ELECTIONS, from A1
circumstances they were under."
HUSA candidates Akoma and
Reginald X disagreed on one issue
- the policy or mandatory meal
plans for students living on campus.
"Manadatory meal plans arc
beneficial. I remember eating in
the cafeteria and not always liking
the food, but when I didn't have any
money I knew where my next was
coming from," Akoma said.
Reginald X campaigned to
implement an optional plan because
the current one docs not cater 10
vegetarians and the cost of the plan

keeps some students from
becoming validated.
The unity among the candidates
did not alleviate the student apathy
demonstrated by the low student
turn out at the final speakou1 in
Cramton Auditorium and on
election day.
"That's going to be our biggest
obstacle during our term in office,"
Walker said. "Gelling student's
involved is very important because
without their support, we can't do
anything."
Each Howard University Student
Association
sla te
and
undergraduate trustee cand idatc
acknowledged that student

disinterest in serious issues is a
serious problem on campus that
they hope to remedy
"Students come to the University,
party, and then leave because they
haven't been properly orientated.
Iloward University needs an
orientation program that will get
students involved their freshman
year," Reginald X said at the
Tuesday speak out.
M. Kasim Recd garnered 189
votes to become the next gradutc
Trustee. Thlib Karim and Bethel
Harris had 138 and 46 votes
respectively. Recd was not available
for comment at HILLTOP press
time.

Eton Hall will become coed
in fall after Sutton closes
Sutton, from A1
of moving into Eton Towers,
located directly behind Sulton
Plaza. Elon will become a co-ed
dormitory. But some students at the
meeting were not satisfied with this
adjustment.
"Sutton has more space, and I
personally do not want to live in a
room where I can turn over in my
bed and see my roommate," said
Sutton resident Yolanda Brumfield.
There has been long-time
concern by the University and
alumni 10 move students out of the
downtown area and closer to
campus for safety purposes;
therefore, Eton's future is
questionable. But Sulton residents
do not agree that their home is in a
dangerous area.
"The type of living here cannot
be the same if I was put on campus.
We are adults and we arc living in
an adult world. We love th is
community. We work with the
homeless , we have jobs right

downtown, we work across the
street with the elderly and we are an
important part of this community,"
said Dana White, a Sulton resident
assistant.
Many Howard students who do
not live in the dormitory depend on
the Sunon shuttle bus 10 anend to
their needs downtown. In addition
to the area's museums, monuments
and shopping malls, many of the
stay-in-school jobs arc walking
distance from Sunon.
Returning students argue that
they will now have a s limmer
chance of receiving an ideal room
on the R.S. V.P. Housing Lotlcry
System because many of 1he oncampus dorms have a mandatory
meal plan, including the new
Bethune Annex.
"I am a consumer, my parents
are consumers and my needs are not
being met. I am a vegetarian, and I
am on scholarships, so I don't have
any options to choose where to live.
The Towers arc 100 expensive, and
I will not go on the meal plan," said
sophomore Sonja Singleton.
" It just proves that you can't

p lease everybody all the time,"
Keene said.
Many students plan to fight 10
keep the dorm open. Invitations to
Dr. Steven Favors, vice president for
Student Affairs, and President
Franklyn G. Jenifer have been
extended by the students.
·•1 was happy to see so many
students voice their opinions. At
least this gives them a chance to
speak, even if it is a done deal," said
Faye Brown, a graduate assistant al
Sutlon.
It has not been decided what
Howard will do with the building.
One option is to turn it into lowincome housing. Keene assured
that no staff members will lose their
jobs; they will be reassigned.
Bui residents say ii is just not the
same.
"I had a lways hoped 10 come
back in five years and still see
[Su11on staff member] Frank
fBrooks] at the front desk," said
resident Brian Nichols. "There is a
special staff here al Sulton, and
that makes this place so special."

Subscribe to the Hilltop!!
Call 806-6866 for more info!
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meet three howard men who survived
!IE VOICE OF TEMPO
l's no big secret that lcmpo
",very strong female voice.
~I)\ most of the stories fea.
,l!d~~ this page reflect this
of view. But this week, 1've
asuong eCfort 10 include a
male voice and also 10 focus
bbck men. Too often, black
.. art victimized by society and
~ by black women. ln my
black men arc just as
t as black women and
equal coverage in the
!Ilia. I am aiming to do my
~; however, I know that one
jicle is not enough. If you'd like
IC 'lempo cover certain stoplc:ise do not hesitate 10 give
s1c:all. In the meantime, 10 all
nen everywhere, keep on
gon - 1' rn rooting for

ij

.
E

11am Williams,
llpo F.dltor

nus DATE IN BLACK

iTORY..•

Monte Irvin. star of Negro
~es and New York Giants,
in 1919.

rrom

r-t'DMDUAL
ISPONSIBILITY
kis impossible 10 raise and

E

a race in the mass. All
ns and improvements
Wl with individuals.

W.E. Bowen

Blick and Single by Larry

:sis the first guide 10 romance

up
and succeeded without their fathers

fatherless
by f rederick j. good all
Michael remembers waking up
10 the sound of his father starting
the lawnmower every Saturday
morning. Instead of watching car•
1oons, he would spend hours
watching his father do the yard
work. When he was finished,
Michael always had a cold drink
waiting for him. His father always
thanked him with a smile and a
kiss on the forehead. Michael
loved his father. But when his
father left, his love turned 10 hate.
Unfortunately, Michael's situ•
ation is not unique. Because of the
deterioration of the black family,
several boys are forced to live
fatherless lives. According 10 Uni•
versity of Wisconsin demograph•
er Larry L Bumpass, a black child
has only one chance in five of
growing up with two parents.
Although growing up without a
father can be devastating for all
children, boys seem 10 suffer the
most.
"Boys need a man around to

ation.

Reginald, junior majoring
in acting
I do not have any recollection
of my father. My mother told me
thal they broke up before I was
born. I think I saw him when I was
about five or six, but I don't
remember what he looks like. If I
saw him on the street today, I prob•
ably wouldn't even know him.
When I used to see the other
kids playing ball with their dads or
going places with them, I'd get
jealous. I often hoped that my par•
ems would get back together just
so I could feel normal. I would
even cry sometimes wishing that
my father was there. My mother
bated 10 see me like that because
she didn't believe my father was
worth crying over. That might
have been true, but how can you
make a kid who wants a daddy to

,=en exclusively for African•
lcuiean singles. Davis said he
~ bis book with this particu•
lmgle because dating subtleties
lii:oocerns differ among races.
~women have more options
I.black women and can shop
lfll:Dll ror partners." says Davis.
lidded that white women have
lie romantic power than black
Ian. "I can't alter the number
:l:gible black men in relation
!iJcl: women (7 to 10). Bui I
1olftr advice on how to
tuse your probability of being
toflhc 'haves' -black
flicD who have partners."
1/ac.i: and Single is available
1111r local bookstore for

95.
-liart&Soul

llnsRNESS
~climes you give so much
•• hurts. You give and give
and you have nothing
•belongs 10 you. It's important
Int something that belongs to
p... something inside you, to

*Ii'"•

t;urself.

kNoah

OIIARM IN CRACKING
uact.ing your knuckles won't
~to arthritis or enlarged joints.
~g to Wendell Erwin, a
Ital professor of orthopedic
lt=y at Baylor College of
licine in Houston, "It's an old
I!!' lale. There is no evidence
popping the joint causes
It'
bii wonder why cracking
•knuckles makes such a loud
Ill! The noise is caused by
lilial fluid, which lubricates
1Jints; the fluid is forced to
ltquickly from one side of the
Ito the other when the knuck•
111riined.

'!be cracking motion may
~create an inert gas that pops
!111 l escapes the joint,'' added

-..

\art& Soul

show them how 10 be real men,"
said Donald Ligon, a lawyer and
divorced father. "Women can only
do so much. Women are nurturers
and therefore more protective.
Men typically encourage inde·
pendence and adventure. Boys
need both sides. A woman can't do
them alone."
Without fathers or other positive men as role models, boys
often learn about manhood from
their peers, and the things they
learn are often distorted. Often
these young men turn to crime or
sexual conquest in an cCforl 10
prove their manhood.
"I knew that if I wasn't there
for Kevin, he would have been
drawn 10 the streets. My love and
guidance kepi him on the right
path,'' Ligon said.
Kevin was lucky. But for many
Howard men, growing up with a
caring, nurturing fathe~ is a foreign notion. The following young
men agreed 10 discuss how they
fell about growing up fatherless
and how they dealt with the situ•

play with understand that?
My mother talked about my
father badly. Every time I'd ask
about him, she'd tell me how ter•
rible he was and that a real man
wouldn't abandon his son. But no
ma11er how badly she talked about
him, I could never hate him. I
think that makes me a belier man
than he ever was.
But l must commend my mom
for raising me alone for all of these
years. I know it wasn't easy with•
out a husband, but it's best that she
didn't stay with my father because
she said he was abusive.
My mother taught me every•
thing I needed 10 know about
being a man and surviving. I know
there were some things that I
should have learned from a man,
but she did a good job in spite of
her gender constraints. Thanks to
her I am on a positive track.
Even though I have no desire
10 see my father now, I sometimes
wonder how I would have turned
out if I had a father in the house.
Maybe I could have had a few

more material things, but I doubt
that I could have gouen any more
love than my mother gave me.
Don't get me wrong. I'm not
saying that men are incapable of
giving their children love because
I intend 10 shower my kids with
affection if I have any. I'm just say•
ing that men need 10 take respon•
sibility for their children, even if
he is no longer with the mother.

Lloyd, senior majoring in fine
arts

I hate my Cather.
lfhe died right now, I wouldn't
care. He never cared about me so
why should I care about him.
He left us when I was 10. I
remember being happy that he
was gone because tbe yelling
would finally end. After he was
gone, I realized that I would have
to be the man of the house.
Being the man of the house was
a helluva responsibility for a 10·
year-old. I had 10 grow up before
my time. When all of the other
kids were playing, I was trying lo
find some way 10 make some
money, which was not easy since
I was so young.
My mother would ask my
father for some money for my sis•
ter and me, but be never seemed 10
have any. I never could understand
why a man would neglect his chil•
dren as my father did. Always
hearing "no" from my father real•
ly made me resent him. I felt as if
he didn't love me anymore, so I cul
off all communication with him.
Eventually, I started huslling 10
make iponey. I sold drugs, robbed
people, shoplifted, or whatever it
took to make ends meet. I know I
caused my mother a 101 of stress,
but at the time, I thought I was
doing the right thing.
I started looking up to the older
guys in the neighborhood who
were doing the same things. They
became my fathers. They were the
only people besides my mother
and sister who ever gave a damn
about me. They accepted me, and
r knew they wouldn't desert me.
My mother tried her best 10
keep me out of trouble, but I never
paid auention 10 her. I was bigger
and stronger than her. What could
she do? Maybe if my dad came
around more, or gave me the
slightest indication that he still
cared for me, I would have kepi
my a- out of trouble.
I know it's not right lo hale my
father, but I can't help my feelings.
I wish that I had the kind of rela•
1ionship with my father that a lot
of other guys at Howard have with
theirs, but I know that ii will never
be.

James, senior majoring in
English

The last time I saw my father
was at my high school gradua•
tion. He came up 10 me after the
ceremony hugging me and telling
me how proud of me he was. II fell
weird because while he was hug•
ging me I felt numb. It was as if a
stranger was holding me.
My parents divorced when I
was four. My sister had just been
born. My mother never gave me a

real reason as
to why they
divorced.
I
guess
the
thought of rais•
ing a family
was 100 much
for my father
because he was
only 23.
About nine
years later, I
opened the
door and he
was standing
there. I told my
mother that a
man was al the
door. When she
saw him, she
said, "That's
your father." I
didn't even rec•
ognizebim.
After that,
my feelings
toward him
shifted between
love and hate.
Sometimes I
tried 10 forget
all about him,
but my mother
made me keep
in contact with
him. When we
talked on the
phone, I bad
nothing 10 say
10 him. I didn't
really know him, nor did he know
me.
There were times that I really
wished that I could talk to him
because I couldn't talk 10 my mom
about about certain things. I need•
ed 10 talk lo a man. That's what I
missl-d most about not having him
around-having someone lo talk
IO.

But I was lucky because my
mom made sure that I was always
in the presence of positive male
role models whether al church,
school or community organiza•
lions such as scouts or sports
teams. My uncles and grandfather
became surrogate fathers, but still,
ii wasn't the same. I wished my
father was there.
Over the years, my hatred for

him has lessened. Although we
still do not talk often, I try to keep
the lines of communication open.
In fact, I talked 10 him last Christ•
mas. The conversation was s1ill
strained, but I realize that my
father is trying to bridge the gap.
He told me that he loved me for the
first time that I can remember. I
almost cried. I didn't hate him
anymore.
I guess deep down in my heart,
I love him also. Howeve~ l love
him simply because he is my
father, but sometimes I don't
believe that is a good enough rea•
son.

I

I know it's not right
to hate my father, but
I can't helfr my feelings.
I wish that 1 hda the kind
ofrelationsh1p with my
father that a lo tither
guys at Howard uve with
theirs, but}~ w that
r be.
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UNIVERSITY
TALENT SHOWCASE

(VOLUNTEERS NEEDED ALSO
FOR MORE INFORMATION
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PLEASE CONTACT: (202) 865-8214
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GRADS GET $400 DOLLARS CASH BACK AND PRE-APPROVED CREDIT UP TO $18,000 ON ANY NEW FORD.
THE $ 400 CASH BACK IS IN ADDITION T O ANY O T H E R OFFER. AND WITH YOUR PRE-APPROVED CREDIT, THERE'S NO DOWN
PAYME NT AND NO PAYMENT FOR 120 DAYS. You CAN E VEN TAKE ADVANTAGE OF SPECIAL PURCHASE F INANCING. So HURRY IN.
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LEAD
LEADERSHIP EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
H OWARD UNIVERSITY

Department of Political Science
Presenls: Workshop v
Guest Speaker :

II

William Lightfoot
District of Columbia City Councilmember

Howard University
Blackburn Center Reading Lounge

IF YOU ARE A MALE AND ARE AT LEAST 18 YEARS
OLD WITH A 'SEVERE CASE OF "RAZOR BUMPS" YOU

Monday, Februa ry 28, 1994
6:00 - 8:00 P.M.

MAY BE ~LIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH

DEVELOPING TOMORROW'S LEADERS

STUDY. YOU WILL aE PAID A STIPEND OF $100 AT
THE COMPLETION OF THIS SIX-WEEK STUDY .
•

•

•
•

Department of Auxiliary Enterprises
Vending Program

•
•

in cooperation with

Pepsi·Cola & ARA Services

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING IN
.
THIS STUDY AND MEET THE ABOVE CRITERIA,

presents the

Second Annual
Black History Month
Essay Contest

PLEASE CALL DR. SHARON SHAH AT THE DEPARTMENT
OF DERMATOLOGY, HOWARD UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL.

Topic:

"Why Black History Should Be Studied
More Than Just One Month"

THE PHONE NUMBER TO CALL IS (202 ) 865-6725.
•

1st Prize: $1,000 Scholarship + More
2nd Prize: $400 + More
10 Runners-Up ~~~~~~

-~ =~=~

•rnit your 200 word essay by Tuesday, March 1, 1994 to A-Building, Room 317.
Call Ms. Phillips, 806·2058 for details. Winners announced on March 7 .

•

* Businesses take off,*
when they advertise in The
HILLTOP. Our rates are reasonable, our circulation is 10,000 and you will
reach the •HEART•
,
of Howard University

ff({)ff({)ff({)fff(j'ff({)'ff
Call KEVIN ARMSTEAD or AIESHA POWELL at
(202) 806-6868
•J

,,

•
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PEOPLE
Howard professors on brink of technological breakthrough

l

Engineering research team could inspire computer chip-powered automobile of the fu ture
By Oerrlcke M. Dennis

Hilltop Staff Writer

. ., .
• •••

I

'.

VITAL STATISTICS
Name: Michael Spencer
Age:41
Profession: Director of
Materials Science R esearch
Center
Words of Wisdom:
"The understanding and
appreciation of science and
technology is crucia l to the
survival of black p eople now
and in the 21st century."

Name: Gary HaJrris
Age: 42
Profession: A ssociate
Director of Mate rials
S cience Research Center
Words of Wisdom:
"One h as to work hard and
strive for excellence and
p erfection . In the end,
success and excellence will
come."

For Howard Univcrsi1y
enginee ring professors Michael
Spencer and Gary Harris, compu1er
ch ips, blue lazers and clec1ron
spcctromelers make 1he average
workday exciting and fun.
Bu ilding on small successes,
working as a team wh ile having
fun, these engineers are spending
their time behind closed doors at
the University's Materials Research
Center finding ways to make our
lives a little easier.
The two are in the early design
stages of a computer chip, able to
wi1hstand the heat, combustion and
radiation
of
tomorrow's
au tomobiles while d iagnosing
specific mechanical problems. It is
this technology that Harr is and
Spencer see revolutionizi ng the
automobile industry through the
diagnosis of mechanical problems
be fore they reach their potential.
"Eventually, the application will
be to diagnose engine problems
and locate where on the engine
servicing will be necessary,"
Spencer said. "But this is such a big
project that we can only concenirate
on one piece of the puzzle at a
ti me."

Those pieces include
researching and experimenting with
var ious applications of silicon
carbide, a material that Harris and
Spencer say is heaven sent.
"Silicon is really the best
material for developing semiconduc1or devices like compu1er
chips," Spencer said. ·•one fourth
of 1he earth's crust is made of
silicon." It is 1his feature 1ha1 makes
lhe ma1erial easi ly accessible and
preferable 10 "materials scieniists"
like Harris and Spencer.
Though much of their research
and experimeniation can be
compared to putting together pieces
of a puzzle, Harris says the little
successes, or fi nding the puzzle
pieces, are lhe reasons he comes 10
work everyday cxci1ed and smiling.

·'This is probably the mos1
excit ing time for science and
tech nology s ince lhe indus1 ria l
revolulinn," Harris said. " When 1
come into the labora1ory every
morning, 1 real ly feel joyful to have
1hc oppor1unity 10 be involved in 1he
making of state-of-the-an sys1ems
and machinery."
But with a laboralory already
full o( state-of-the-art computers.
laser 1cchnology and on-going lab
experiments, Harris and Spencer
say their research i\ s1ill years and
many machines and devices away
from completion.
"We arc sti ll about four years
away from ac1ually being able 10
market the ch ip," Harris said. "Bui
th ere arc some things that are
already markciablc like blue lasers,
which can be used in cvcry1hing
from compulcr prin1ers and CD
players to lighting displays and
signs."
However, despile the po1en1ial
markc1ing success of the chip and
i1s related 1cchnology, llarrb and
Spencer poinl out lhat their
advances were by no means made
overnight. In fact, Spencer and
Harris bo1h remember a 1ime when
1hey could only imagine working
wilh 1he type of mach ines and
1echnology 1hcy now have in the
laboratory.
"We used 10 talk and dream
aboul what machines we would like
10 have and be able 10 work with,"
Spencer said. "Now; we have that
1echnology and can go even further
1oward making our dreams
reali1ies."
According to Harris and
Spencer, today's au1omobile
e ngine, are primarily run by
compu1ers and compu1er chips thal
suffer from engine wear and icar.
This is why they are 1esting and
researching malerials like silicon
and silicon carbide for their s1rcngth
and durability under some of the
harshest of conditions.
"Developing a computer chip
made of silicon carbide will be a
miles1one in computer 1echnology,"

, ..~..,•. "" a ..

1empera1ures, high p<l',ler
and can conducl heat ,cry .
These are the propcnics lit
for this project.''
,
Once the 1echnolog) of ·
becomes a rea lil)', Har1~
Spencer say motori\lS o.iUbi
to enjoy America's high..-111
by-ways wi1hout the 11
engine failure and wiihout'COM ly hassle of de1ermi~
reasons and remedies b
fa ilure.
"The nice 1hing
techno logy is ii~ duu
Spencer said. ''Now 1h:it
have replaced the distrihliir
of yeslerday, ii is becomilg
and more necessary to bwlJ
computers so tha1 the,
invincible 10 harsh 1111
environmen1s."
Bui silicon carbide is nix
in and of itself. The materill6fi
some of it\ properties11ilh~
stones like diamonds, "lhc . .
subsiancc known lo man.
"Silicon i• h1
technological impac1 i1
industries," Harris said. M
ultraviolel radiation, blue
players as well as au1
engine compu1ers arc jU>t 1
the applications Spencerw
have planned for 1hcir 1
carbide research. "You ju;thi!
pick the ma1erial thal 11ille;,c
the properties you nced1omi1:
experimeni work," Spenctr111
According 10 Harris, the~
of teamwork involved ll
research process, the trial-mk
and 1he even1ual suoccs, 1~
ingredients 1ha1 make bu
worthwhile.
"Projec1s such as this mp
abundance of people :111d I Ir
major help," Harris said.~ 1
people 10 believe in us anJia •
that we can make our= · · 1
1angiblc rewards are ob!-1.1.~1 '
we s1ill deal wilh to some~ 1
But working and learni·11
believing as a team is \\ham:J
comes down to."

Howar University's
Speech and Hearing Clini
offers F
E speech and
hearing testing for all
validated HU
students. Contact Tami

Williams at
(202) 806-4048 for more
information. The Clinic is
located in the

School of
Communications
on the corner of
Bryant & 4th Streets.

Practical Exam
As a studen4 you are used to studying and being tested. When you ha\'e
prepared for the tes4 you have the knowledge and the confidence to do more
than just "get by." When you are truly prepared for a challenge you know it
As a Military Policeman in the District of Columbia Anny National Guard
you'll train to meet and surpass challenge. Whether you are on patrol in a
residential area or securing weapons and supplies in a combat area, one thing
is certain. This kind of training and leadership experience can give you what it
takes to protect and serve our nation's capital. That brand of experience
brings the confidence to pass whatever test you may face.
There are other benefits you'll receive besides leadership qualities. As a
"Capital Guardian" you may qualify for over $20,000 in tuition assistance and
salary over your six-year enlistment. For a few days a month and a few weeks
a year, you can get your college degree and a few things that you won't find in
a textbook. Be ready for your next exam.
DlsrRICTOF
Call your local DC Army
COLUMBIA
National Guard recruiter
today at 202-433-5142 or 5143.

NATIONAL

GUARD

Americans AtTheir Best
Th, Almy Natiorol Guard is an Fqual Oppomwl)· En1)1o)-.r.
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·Attention Graduates
.·• · with work experience!
Walter Kaitz Foundation is aaivdy rcx:ruiting

.•

i:;iij/

THE HILLTOP
wants

sua:cssful ethnic minority professionals for management oppor-

;:::)f~( tunicics in the cable tdcvision industry.
waiter Kaitz Foundation Cable Management Program

.I{ff . Following an assessment process carefully designed to identify

new
\}]\. talent for the cable industry. sclcacd candidates arc hired for avail-

{(}1/. able positions which utilll.C their professional skills and experience.

Placement Opportunities (Sampling)

i

.;e}{}!f • General Managers
I • Financial Analysts

{d\f{" • Affiliate Salespersons
J > Eligibility Requirements

• Management T rainccs
• Marketing Diroctors

The Hilltop is

• Ac.count Executives

for

ADVERTISING REPRF-Si!-NT ATIVES

...... )))\ • Ethnic Minority (as defined by the FCC)
)}}} • Bachelor's Degree
Two (2) years managerial or professional work cxpcricna:

Earn commission on every sale.
Salary is negotiable.

)ff@\. •

_,jfff • Willingness to relocate nadonwidt:

I\ro Apply:

;1er

{((( Send a oover letter and current r6umc with salary history co:
_{}J? Walter Kaitz Foundation, Preservation Park, 660 13th Strec~
f:/ Suite 200, Oakland, CA 94612. Phone (510) 451-9000,
/ FAX (510) 451-3315. There arc no application fees.

Return applications and direct all questions to
Stephen Watkins. Hilltop Business Manager or
Kevin Armstead. Hilltop Advertising Manager

::;:::::::::=::·

•

•••
accepting applications

fre

•

~nn
"! k
t th<

806-4749 or 806-6868

WALTER KAITZ FOUNDATION
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Attention Graduates
with work experience!

~

THE HILLTOP

-

~

Walter Kaitz Foundation is aaivdy «auiting
,uocessl"ul ahnic minority professionals for management oppo<runitia in the able tdcvision indUJtry.

---

Walter Kaitz Ft>umlation Cable Management Program

wants

Following an aucssment process etrcfully dcsigocd ro identify new
taknr for the cable indwtty, ,ekaod candidates are hi«d for available pocitions which utilcte their professional skills and cxporicnc,_
• Man,g,:menr Trainees
• Marketing Directors• Aocount Exccu1iva

Hi

The Hilltop is accept ing applications for
ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
Earn commission on every sale.
Salary is negotiable.

Eligibility Requirements
• &hnic Minority(u defined by the FCQ
• Bachelor's Degree
• Two (2) yean manageri,I or professional work experience
• Wmingnc:ss ro rclocicc nacionWKlc.

_'JoApply:
Send a «Net letter and current rcs:u~ wit}l s:a.luy ~istory to:
Walter Kaia Foundation, Prcserv2tion Pule. 660 13th Sueec,
Suite 200, o.Jdand, CA 94612. Phone {SIO) 4S1-i,000,
FAX (S10) 4S1-331S. There are no application fee,.

wr
'Ill:
sta

Return a pplications and direct all questions to
Stephen Watkins. Hilltop Business Manager or
K evin Armstead. Hilltop Advertising Manager

{n{

I

e~

OU!!!

Placement Opportunities (Sampling)
• General Manag,:n
• Financul Analysu
• AffiliaccJalapersons

Fl

806-4749 or 806-6868
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_________________. ..----------------------------------~:
WALTER KAITZ FOUN D ATION
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SPORTS

.•

}rappling '\Vith the best freshinen vvrestlers
~a Riggins
:II Staff Writer
·t,hmcn athletes often wait unti l
~,phomore year before actually
Jown to the nilly gritty in their
~,c sports. However, this year has
,,wile an exception, especially for
-ord Grapplers Wrestling team.
\('(Ording to Howard University
~2 coach Paul Cotton, Alfonzo
1nd Ledon Robinson earned their
=.Positions on the wrestling team
during a "wrestle-ofr' at the
ng of the season.
cicw when I was recruiting them
>c' certainly had the potential to
·,1u1crs their freshman year; but
knew that they h.ad their odds
,J1gainst them," explained Colton.
,;hla}lor and Robinson hail from
, ,-,go-area. Thylor a11cndcd Saint
High School in Chicago and
~in both the 119-pound and 126: cllsscs during his high school

,
~

THE HILLTOP

MI became more experienced in
2. I realized that I could not
:1c·11Q pound,, so ever ,ince my
,car in high school, I have been
·g at 126 pounds," Thylor said.
>Jr became intereMed in wrestling
iJnging out in his high school

room.
day, during my junior year in
'iool. 1 was in the weight room

with my friends and one of the wrestling
coaches came in and asked me 10 try out
for the team. Even though at that point I
hated wrestling with a passion, I decided
to join the team because some of my
friends were on the team and the coaches
showed an intereM in me," Tuylor said
Collon said he heard about Taylor
while visiting the Chicago-area.
" When I was in Chicago, Alfonzo ·s
mentor, who just happened 10 be my
high school wrestling coach's son. told

me about this talented young man. I that it would take time for him 10 adjust
checked him out and I knew immediately to the collegiate wrestling level.
that I wanted him 10 be a Grappler."
"I knew that I had the talent and the
ski lls to start my freshman year, but I
Conon said.
T.,ylor chose 10 allend Howard thought that it would take some time
because he believed that University hcforc I actually became competitive,"
officials sincerely
wanted him to - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -......- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
an end.
Though Tuylor
was confident in his
ability. he believed

;ompetitive nature keeps
tar swim.m.er splashing
ne Myada
Staff Writer

x some, the e)cs arc the
· the sou I If one were to
·~c eye, of Jabari King,
1mcr for the llownrd
, I} Sharks, no doubt one
le looking into the soul of
·:Jig lion with a love for
lion.
·10k King some time to
l~JI competitive nature.
without the help of
icall). a close friend bet
could swim faster than
·og said. "But I said, ·No
we joined the Brooklyn
· swim team 10 see who
11im the fastest."
lxn he started nipping his
1 the backyard pool at 6ld, King had no idea that

swimming would eventua lly
consume so much of his life.
At I I -years-o ld. the
competitive beast in King wa,
aroused.
For the next four years, King
would stay immersed in the
Dolphins swim program until
another event made him take a
step further in his swim training.
"My sister started swimming
year-round, and I didn't want her
10 be belier than me since she
was a girl," King said.
This prompted him to join lhc
Al Ian ta Dolphins swim team.
where he travelled to such places
as Florida, North Carolina and
the District of Columbia 10
compete against other citysponsored teams.
King was named the Sharks'
Most Valuable Player last season.
This season, he has his sights set

Thy lor said.
When Tuylor learned that he had won
the starting position for the season, he
said he believed "he could kick anyone's
bull."
At presstime, Thylor boasted a 15-8
record.
Ledon Robinson, a freshman starter
in the 142-pound class, is also holding
his own at the collegiate level. This Oak
Park, Ill., wrestler came to Howard with
an 80-8 dual-meet record compiled from
his junior and senior years in high
school.
"I heard about Ledon from his high
school coach, who had a history of
producing outstanding wrestlers from
the Chicago area. He told me about this
kid who had great potential, and it just
so happened that the next day at a
College Fair, Ledon came up to me and
introduced himself," Collon said.
Robinson brought an international
flair to Howard wrestling, including free
and Greco- Roman styles.
Currently, he has acquired a 17-10
record.
Ironically, for bot h Robinson and
Thylor, their weaknesses are considered
their strengths.

on new and more lofty goals.
Those goals include reaching two
junior national record, and going
to the senior Nationals. I le aho
want, to increase his swim time in
the 50-meter a nd 100-mcter
backstroke.
King said he believes he will
reach his goals and possibly
surpass them if he continues to
practice hard.
Coach Jason Senford sa id
there is an extra ingredient that
keeps King on top of the rest.
"Jabari is very mature because he
is very focused and isn't easily
distracted. so he docs well in
swimming and school." Senford
said.
Toammate JaJa Wade said.
"Even when he competes in
practice, he is real intense and he
has a fire 10 win."

Any suggestions for
the Sports page?

Contact the

Black History SportsQuiz

1) In 1975. this late FAMU football coach became the only coach to win college football's trirlecrow
-The Alonzo Stagg Award, the Walter Camp Award and an induction into the Nationa Footbal
Foundation Hall oCFamc. Name him.
2) This African American was named the 1993 Associated Press female athlete of the year. She al
led this university to its first national championship in women's basketball last year. Name her an
the university.
3) He has been considered the NFL's greatest running back, having led the league in rushing his roolµ
sc;ison with 942 yards, 237 in a single game. Name him and lhe team he played for.

4) 111is African American made history when he was named National League president of Majo
League Baseball in 1989. Name him.
5) This Cleveland Brown became the first African American to lead the NFL in rushing in 1950
Name him.

6) In 1972. this man became the first African American to be named general manager of a majo
professional sports team. Name him and the team he manages.
7) This man became the first African American to own a significant amount of a professional spor
team. Name him and the team he is part owner of.
8) In 1967, this man became the first African American to be inducted into the NFL's Hall of Fame
Name him.

1auu'I.L U3[1ll3 (8 !stalfflnN JaAoao 'aou.<g ·g·3 3l3d (J, !SJ3![8A8:)
pu3(3A31:) ',uqrn3 30AllM (9 !A3ll0W uoµuw(s !,}l!qM mg (t, !SUMOJg poll(3A3[:) 'OMO.Jg
W!f (£ :qa;u. sux;u. •sadoo~s 1.<.taqs C, !J3ql!ll9 ..3Jtllf,, qJ!WS 0ZU0[V (I :A,3)1 ll3MSNV

·1·ne Homecoming Po/icy
Board is pleased to

11

announce

Ms. Tamara Haye
as the 1994
Homecoming
Steering
Committee Chair
and Ms. Pam·ela
Tracy McPeak as the
1994 Homecoming
Treasurer.

:
•'

I

I•
I•

I

Sports Editor at
(202) 806-4736

'

I
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NEW
HANDS-ON SESSIONS!!
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Academic Computer Workshop
Multisystem Training Center - 1st Floor
2216 Sixth St.. NW COid PFM Bldg)
11:00am-12:30pm & 2:00pm-3:30pm
Mar. 2 & 3. 1994

I results
Attend one
with
~

i catalog.
1,
•
lI

of these sessions to learn haw to get betU
S1'.&wI,ING, the Boward Univeraity I-1brariea onlil

The live demonstrations will feature • • •

I

''l

I

*
*
*
*
*

Efficient Search Strategies
Locating

Boou

•nd Serial•

Searching the B.w. Wilaon co. PerJod1,:al Inded
B•nd•-on practice
A Take-Bene, Self-Paced N•nul
.

· Sign up early at the Reference Deak in the F0t1 nder■ Library. AllOi
: you may regiater by calling (202)806-7252/3.
. SPONSO:DBD BY1
'

itiB J.POUHDBRS LIBRARY - RBPBRBHCB l>BPAR'l'MBH'.r

•
,t25, 1994
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THE HILLTOP IS LOOKING FOR
DEDICATED, EAGER WRITERS TO REPORT FOR THE
NATION'S LARGEST BLACK STUDENT NEWSPAPER.
IF INTERESTED, CONTACT THE EDITOR OF THE PAGE
WHICH HOLDS YOUR INTEREST MOST:

PULSE
EDITORIAL
PERSPECTIVES
TEMPO
PEOPLE
LOCAL
INTERNATIONAL
CAMPUS
SPORTS
COMICS
CALL (202) 806-6866 TODAY!!

Howard Universiry's Speech and Hearing
Clinic o. . . .-ers FREE speech and hearing
testing or all
validated HU st..,--.J ----ts!
Contact Tami Williams at (202) 80i6e4048
.

for more information.
The Clinic is located in the
School ofCommunications.

We're located on the corner ofBryant & 4th Streets.

1994

5 1994
~~~2, ~~ = ~ ~ ~ = ~ T H ~ E H I L ~ L T O P ~ = = = = = = ~ B 9

THE HILLTOP IS LOOKING FOR
DEDICATED, EAGER WRITERS TO REPORT FOR THE
NATION'S LARGEST BLACK STUDENT NEWSPAPER.
IF .INTERESTED, CONTACT THE EDITOR OF THE PAGE
WHICH HOLDS YOUR INTEREST MOST:

PULSE
EDITORIAL
PERSPECTIVES
TEMPO
PEOPLE
LOCAL
INTERNATIONAL
CAMPUS
SPORTS
COMICS
CALL (202) 806-6866 TODAY!!

Howard Universiry's Speech and Hearing
Clinic 0_4.:ers FREE speech and hearing
testing or all
validated HlJ st. , &,1 ts!

1r

I

L9

Cont,act Tami WIiliams at (202) 806-4048

•

for more infonnation.
The Clinic is located in the
School ofCommunications.

I

'We1'e located on the corner ofBryant & 4th S-treets.
I
,

•
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lion rcquircmenls must officially
declare their major by doing a
scheme. Delay in comepleting the
scheme may result in a delay in completing your registration which
begins on April 4, 1994. Contact
your advisor in the educational advisory cenle~ between 9 a.m. and 4
p.m. Mondays through Fridays from
Feb. 21 through March 18, 1994.
All m1ernat1onal Students m need of
financial assistance, apply for the
HUSA lnt'l Scholarship. For more
info. leave a message for Marilyn or
Regine.
Volunteers needed for R.O.S.A
Community Outreach Programs. For
more info. call 806-5572.
A.us.A. needs volunteers for the
Environmental Tusk Force. For more
ANNO0NCEMEN'IS
Volunteer mterns needed lo work
info. call 806-5572.
Tou are mvued 10 attend Noonday
with Juvenile offenders for the
state attorney's office or MontPrayer every Wednesday and Friday
gomery County. Contact Cliff
from 12:00 noon to I :00 p.m., at
Campbell (301)217-7648.
Andrew Rankin Oiapel. Come and
An art aucilon reatiirmg Ai'ro<in- enjoy the presence of Jesus Quist!
'11iere will be a Volunteer Meeting
trlc art wiU be sponsored by
Friends of Alpha Kappa Alpha
for the UGSA Spring Black Arts
Festival held on March 2, 1994 at
Sorority, Xi Omega Chapter Sun.
Feb. 27, 1994 at the Xi Omega
6:00 p.m. in Blackburn Reading
Lounge. AU interested • please
Center, 441114th SL, N.W. 2-6
p.m. Works by Lois Jones,
attend.
Undergraduate Student AssemHalassie, Bearden and many more
bly, UGSA is accepting essays,
will be ~lured. Donation: $5.
Master & Visa Cards accepted.
visual art and poetry for its
Initial bids wiU begin 25-50%
Omowe Journal. Please submit
below reail. AU purchases are tax
work by March 4, 1994 in Suite l lO
deductible. Thsis auction will belle- in Blackburn Center.
fit the 1994 Debutante Cotillion
Audlilons for the OGsA Spnng
and Scholarship Fund. For addiBalck Arts Festival ½rity SHow,
tional infonnation, call Elizabeth
"SHO\.VflME AT THE MECCA•
Lyons at (202) 726-2787.
wiU be March 10, 1994, Location
CommgSoon:
and time TBA. Thank You.
1994 H. U Thlent Showcase.
OGSA 1s spo1150nng the new play
It's Going lo Be Llve!!!
titled What About Black Womyn?
Player's Ball Happy Hour
by James Chapman, Playwright of
at Chuck & Bill's
Our Young Black Meo Are Dying
$3 today!! from 4-8 p.m. •For all the And Nobody Seems To Care.
old heads from last year• Sponsored March 4, 1994 at 7:00 p.m. and
by Brian Stockton, Hoyt Klng, Sean March 5, 1994 at 1:00 p.m. & 7:00
p.m. in Cram1on Auditorium. TickBell...BKS Production (Jenn.)
The Newest COIIUCS published by
ets: Students $50 & General $7.50
Flatllne Comics can now be found a available at Cramton.
Pyramid Books and Karibu Books
Environmental i!isk Force present:
at PG Plaza.
"The Importance of Recycling." Feb.
Mushm Hiday Jumah Prayer
22, l :30pm - Media Room.
Every Friday in Blackburn Cente~
Atrlcan t'ulliiral Aishlon '16w:
I -2PM
Coming Soon. FM1 Cal (202) 667Muslim Students of H.U.
9508.
P.O. Em 404 H.U.
Coming Soon:
Washington, DC 20059
1994 H.U 1lllent Showcase.
202-291-3790
\Vanna go to Daytona lor Sprmg
s.B.S:C. presents the 1994 \¼men
Break? Call (202) 66709508. For
in Corporate America Conference on more info. call 202-667-9508.
Tuesday, March I.
ROSA needs volun1eers !or EnviAttenilon: All those mterested ID ronmental Task Force for more infor.
becoming Jn,-olved in the commuContact Tom at 086-5572.
nity. The Black Dollar Days ComSupport the Nallonal Assoc1at10n
mittee needs volunteers to help
for the Advancement of Colored Peoplan for the 1994 Black Dollar
ple. FMI, Call 202-667-9508
Days extravaganza. For more Info
RusA: Suppon lood & Clothing
please call 865-8047.
Drive. Boxes in local Dorms.
Atienhon all South Carolin,ans, the
c1iildren's Hostpual need\ volunSC Oub will be holding a social on
teers. Call HUSA Community OutMarch 2 at 6:00 p.m. in Room 105,
reach Oftice.
Locke Hall. Refreshments and enterMentor lutor's Needed. Weekdays
tainment wiU be provided.
3-5pm. HUSA C.O.P 806-5570
SONNY BEACHES
Attenuon: Support Recycling Onve.
189 R/f
Call HUSA Office for details. 806CARRIB. OR MEXJCO
5570.
EUROPES169
Community Outreach Volunteers:
Alrhitcb 1-800-326-2009
Sign up in HUSA office-Blackburn
'lbe Brothers of Kappa Kappa Psi Center.
would like to announce • Movie
'lbastmasters has moved to I42
Night" tonight at 7 p.m. ln the
Blackburn. Thurs. 6 pm. For more
Bandroom In the Fine Arts Buildinfo. Call 328-3109
ing. Col.t is $1.00 and movies to be
Sophmores! Juruors Spring ibur to
shown are "Cliflhanger" and
Wall Street. March 10-11, 1994.
"Sliver."
make contacts for internships. Tulk
'Ilic School of Busmess
with Corporate Reps at: CS Fir.it
PRESENTS
Boston-Investment Bank, Salomon
The Third Annual
Brothers-Investment Bank, Chemical
'M>men in Corporate
Bank-Commercial Bank, tba Bank of
America
Conference
New York-Commercial Bank,
March I, 1994
Lehman Brothers-Investment Bank
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
also tours of the Stock Exchange.
Coming Soon:
Contact Finanace Qub or the Center
1994 H.U Tuleot Showcase.
for Banking Education Oub, Room
'I A£ MOS! GRACIOOs LADIES 500, SB. All majors welcome!l!!!
OF ALPHA CHAPTER ALPHA
Ille l994 \¼men to \¼men ConKAPPA ALPHA SORORITY, INC.
ference is coming! Look for more
PRESENT THE 1994 SPRING
info.
RUSH ON MARCH I FROM 5.9
'16astmasters has moved to DGL
P.M .AJ."THE X1 OMEGA CENTER
Lecture Room, Thursda:,1 6:00 p.m.
441114TII STREET N.W. WASHFor more info. call (202) 328-3109.
INGTON, D.C. PLEASE BRING A
Howard Gospel Choir 25th Vear
LETIER OF INTEREST IN JOINReunion. Saturday, April 16, 1994.
ING AKA SORORITY INC. Aii)2
7:30 p.m. Cramton Auditorium, 6th
AN OFFICIAL TRANSCRlPT
& Fairmont Streets, NW, WashingW1Til THE RAJSED SEAL OF
ton, DC. Fo further information conHOWARD UNIVERSITY IN A
tact William Brawner at (202) 462S£,AJ,ED ENVELOPE. Tl-US INVI- 3655 or Jeffrey Waddy at (301)
TATION IS EXTENDED TO ONIY 593-1704.
TO HOWARD UNIVERSITY
Conung Soon:
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
1994 H.U. Tulent Showcase.
WHO ARE NOT MEMBERS OF
Calling ail broadcasters mtercsted m
ANY SORORITY OR PAN HELworking for a news program at
1..ENlC ORGANlZATJON. IF YOU
WHBC en Sundays. ("..all 'lraci at
HAVE ANY QUESTIONS,
884-1105.
PLEASECALLANGELA M.
Wanted tor Publication: Research
PARKS, GRADU.AJ."E ADVISOR
articles; film/book reviews; critiques;
.AJ." (202) 484-I682.
content analysis; and any other type
SKYDIVE VIRGINIA. Experiof creative writing. Must be Radioence your freefall fantasy! Special
TV-Film major. Deadline is TODAY
Howard U. discount. For brochure
February 25, 1994. Call Tummy at
and details. Call (703) 289-6285 or
884-1832.
(703) 942-8988
Casting 9 males, 7 females, and 1
Attention Arts & Sciences Students
youngster for short film; "The Good
AU sophomores and juniors in the
Book." Send resume and/or head
college of arts and sciences who have shot to: Ebusua Productions, c/O
not compelled a scheme of graduaStan Kang, 301 N. Jackson, ArlingAll HILlJ'OPICS are due, paid in
full, the Monday before publication. Announcements by campus
organlztlons for meetings, seminars or non-profit events are Cree
for lO words or less and $1 for
e\'ery additional five words. Campus announcements for profit are
charged as individuals. Individuals advertising for the purpose of
announcing a service, buying or
selling are charged $5 for the first
20 words and $1 for e\-ery additional fh·e words. Local companies
are charged $10 for the first 20
words and $2 for every live words
thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for
the first 10 words and $1 for e\'ery
additional li,·e words.

ton, VA 22201. For crew work or
more info call George a1 (703) 9343841.
Power for Livmg lnteractJve Bible
Study and Fellowship every Tuesday
at 6:00 p.m. Sponsored by the Azusa
Campus Ministries/ Church of God
in Christ. The fire
burns ...
!!Management MaJOIS wanted!!! '16
be trained to manage black owned
beauty and barber supply store. Call
today if you have retail experience.
Ask for Cynthia \½shington. (202)
667-0039. Sales people needed also
for Salon Project, must have a car.
Howard University's S~b and
Hearing Clinic, located in the
School of Communications on the
corner of Bryant & 4th Streets, offers
FREE speech and hearing testing for
all validated HU students. Contact
1luni WIiliams at (202) 806-4048 for
more information.
All Howard Poets interested m
showcasing their talent in this year's
Poetry Reading Extravaganza,
Please submit your name and a sample of your work to the UGSA office,
Blackburn Center, Room 110 by Feb.
11, 1994.
Attenilon all Ml\)ors: Ihere will be
an AIESEC meeting on Wednesday.
February 23rd at 6:30 in th School of
Business Student Lounge.
ConungSoon:
1994 H.U. Tulent Showcase.
Music Student neede;l to wnte lead
sheets using Midi and Music nototion software. Must have a keen ear
for melody and chord construction.
Paid per song or per hour. Call Mr.
Dawson at (202) 882-1447.
lbe 'lhu Bela Pl Assodailon Is
pleased to announce the following
students as prospective members:
Carla Anthony, Leonard Benton,
Lrunat Day, Adrian Dill, Admeda
Gbadegesin, Zwanani Mathe,
Garvin Nedd, Jobnesta Non-eU,
Robert parkes, Sbarvene Sheaky,
Dwayne Thurton, Clark Aguilar;
Kwame Bowie, Tumara Carring•
ton, Jeffrey Phelps, Aldba Robin•
son, Kai Russel and Radbay Shiamsundar.
16 all prospecllves ... there will be
a Mixer on Monday, February 28,
I994 in Room 100 at 5:45 p.m. in the
School of Engineering.
RAMADHAN IS HERE
The Muslim Students of Howard
Univ ersity invite the members of the
community to the lftar Dinnc~.
Datcs:Frida); February I I, 1994
Friday, February 18. I 994
Friday. February 25, 1994
Friday, March 4, I 994
Friday. March 11, I994
Time: 5:30pm
Location: Blackburn Center

r:1

ROWARD GOSPEL CROIR
2STif YEAR REUNION
Saturday, April 16, 1994
7:-'0p.m
Cramton Auditorium
6th & Fairmont Street, N. W
Washington, D.C.
For Funher Information:
(202) 462-3655-William Brawer
(301) 593-1704-Jeffery \¼ddy
Attenilon: Ail those mteresled 10
becoming iJwol,·ed in the community. The Black Dollar Days Committee needs volunteers to bdp
pl'\11 for the 1994 Black Dollar
Days extravaganza. For more info
please call 865-8047.
ROWARD Sl'OOEN'['S Interested
In candldly discussing Issues regarding DEATH and DYING &>raGrad•
uate Study, Please call Je---el at (202)
884- 1463.
Coming Soon:
1994 H.U. Tulent Showcase.

SERVICES
HOWARD ONIVERSI I Y CREDITS can be used toward Home Study
R.N. If you have 30 to 40 credits
including Anatomy am! Physiology
and Microbiology, you only need 33
more cedits towards your R.N. eaJns
as much as $25 to $30 an hour and
up. Complete any graduate school,
even medical school by \\'Orkiog
part-time flexible shifts as an R.N.
Send $50 M.O. for complete INFO
REPOITTto:
DR.SYDNEY
P.O. BOX805
LENOX HILL STKllON
NEW YORK, NY 10021
GREEN CARO: 27 legal ways to
get one. For INFO REPORT, Send
$50M.O. to:
DR.SYDNEY
P.0.BOX805
LENOX HILL
STKllON
NEW YOFK, NY 10021
Conversauonal Japanese language. If you Me interested, plaese
caU (202) 1165-2524.
Speed Reading Course. lhple
your speed and comprehension in 6
weeks. No cost. 2400 16th St. NW.
Call 234--0840 for more info.
Chocolate Smgles--NY's NI
Entertainers--comes to DC!
What: Ski 'lrip to the Poconos
When: Feb. 25-27
Cost:
$219-$249 (everything

Learn

February~

included)
Call:
(202) 310-1766.

'1Kx PREb\RXl1ON- Personalized professional and reliable service.
Student and senior citizen discounts.
Call now before the RUSH . Quick
Tux. (202) 462-5106.
vCR Servtce
Free Estimates
AU work guaranteed
Call John at (202) 882-2845 or (202)
234-0840.
For sale: Loveseat and Sola.
$200.00 or best offer. Call (202)
797-7140 and ask for Billie.
For sale: Giant Sriiffed purple lion.
4150.00. Call (202) 797-7140 and
ask for Billie.
Need a vacauon?! siressed out
form School?! Kiss those blues
good-bye with an end of the year trip
to Jamaica. Only $550.00 for I week
of fun in the sun! Airfare and hotel
accomadations included! "Come to
Jamaica" is spo1150red by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. For more information call
(202) 667-2086.

HELP wAN'I'EO
\¼men, RelaJt at Hornell! Don't be
confused just call 722-9778, 9-7pm.
Ivan.
Nauonal Park Summer )obs· Over
25,000 openings! (Including hotel
staff, tour guides, etc.) Benefits+
bonuses! Apply now fos best positions. Call: 1-206-545-4804 ext.
N5302.
Love Story by Mozqme, open video
casting call for lead and supporting
roles in the video production. Auditions to be held Feb. 24-26, 1994.
Please call (202)23406348. To schedule your appointment.
Aincan-Amencan women ( 18 and
ov er) are needed for a study of discoloration of the skin (dark spots) on
face/forearms. This test will compare the effecthenes,, of IWO fade
cremes currently in use. Participants
will be evaluated by a board certified
dermatologis1 and wiU be paid for
participating. Please call (202) 8570383 for further details.
Al'ncan-Arnencan \¼men (18 and
over) aJe needed for a study of the
effectiveness of a facial moisturizer
in alleviating dry skin. Participants
will be evaluated by a board certified
dermatologist and will be paid for
participating, Please call (.202} 8570383 fur futher details.

PROOECI' ON DEMIU'OOUZA
TION AND DEMOCARACY
Media Assistant: FWI
Time Duties: correspond with
reponers. editors and producers.
Write and distribute press releases.
Promote weekly radio show "Unconventional Wisdom". Assist in general
administrative and fund-raising tasks.
No experience necessary. Persons
with fureign policy and journalism
experience encourraged to apply.
Deadline: February 24. Salary: .!Ok 30k depending on experience. Send
resume and cover letter to Caroll
Lee, Project on Demilitariz.atlon
and Democracy. 1601 Connecticut
A,-enue, NW Site #302. Washington
D.C. 20009
Ofhce worker needed lor ihe New
Amsterdam Apartments. Must be
able to effectively collect rent due.
Please call today at (202) 265-5359.
Ask for Cynthia Washington. Must
be able to work morninl!I> until the
afternoon.
P/1 mystery shoppers needed lo
evaluate retail clients. Occasional
work. $6,lhr + .25/mile. Good writIng + observational skills. Must be
O\'er 21. Send handwritten coversheet to: CP, 213 W. River Road,
Hooksett, New Hampshire 03!06Ui28 DepL Q or fax 603-647-o900
'!lie On-Site lnspect1on Agency 1s
seeking persons interested in temporary employment for the summer.
For additional information/ application please call (703) 742-4475 /4583
J ob F!ur Friday, FebruaJy 18,
1994, 2:00 pm• 8:00 pm. Saturday,
February 19, 1994 10:00 am - 2:00
pm. 'krious Positions Available
for Si!ir.it l2f Washjng1op. Washington's premiere Harbor Cruise Line.
Engage in fun and fulfilling work
while cruising the scenic Potomac
River.
Available PO',i•
tions:
Pemrmlng Servers (Singing &
dance required. Call in advance for
audition schedule.)
Galley Assistants
Bartenders
Concessionaries
Cruise Directors
Box Office Personnel
Individual Reservatlonlst
Group Sales Rep.
Deckhands
For information call 202-484-2320
ex.632
Located on waterfront at Pier 4, 6th
and w.iter Streets, S.W., Washington,
D.C. Metro accessible. Toke Green
Line to Waterfront Stop.
Congressional Quarterly, weekly report has part-time openings fur
two journalism Students to work twO

or three days a week to do some transcribing and typing, primaJily Wed.
Thurs., Fri. from 1:OOpm and possibly some evenings on those days. Pay
$6 per hour. This may not be every
week and applicants must be available on short notice. Call Bonnie
Forrest (202) 887-8524
Important Notice: Except10nal
Opportunity to eaJn money. Earn
$300 - S600 per week part-time.
Earn $700 - $1200 per week fulltime (comm.) Contact: Arnold M.
Jolievet IJ • (202) 965-9132
Math 'ilitor needed tor 4th grader
near campus. Must be honest, reliable and have transportation. Pay
negotiable. (202) 232-2619 or (410)
720-0743.
CROISE SIDPS HIRING · Earn
up to $2000+/mo. on Cruise Ships or
Land:Jbur companies. Summer &
Full:fime employment available. No
exp necessary. For info. Call 1-206634--0468 ext. C5302
Earn $Soo - $1000 weekly sfufflng
em·dopes. For details • RUSH
$1.00 with SASE to:
GROUPF1VE
57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307
Oo,-er, DE 19901
lnternauonal markeung company is
looking for serious. entrepreneurialmineded students to work in PR or
sales. Base pay plus benefits! Call
1-800-796-41Dl!
Would )OU like Slooo ror four
hours of )Our time. Leam bow to
make extra money. No selling/
Recorded information, 24 hour hotline. (202) 686-4m
ext. 357.
WRIIERSWANIED MaJorblm
production company seeks new talent. Send us your sample screenpla)'S
. (310)551-2060.
Junior Urban Mentor Program
Internship: If you are interested in
helping, teaching and being a ment
for inner city kids or reauiting other
students to become mentors for inner
city kids Call: Tom Briggs (202)
26509176 J.U.M.P Hours: Tuesday
& Thursday 3:00 • 5:45 One Satur•
day in the month.

Mrs. Powell at 703-914-3326-._
'Iwo bedrooms av&Jabit __.
diate occupancy located I llliit
from campus. Fully fllrnblid 11
carpet, ceiling 61ns exet11at
opportunlty for maure ~
275 & $285 per month eawoi.
356-8358.
WAN I ED: Female
rebuilt 2 Br. apt 1st lllClall!'it1t
$100.00, depoist requind. 2liiil
from Medical/Dental~ll
tral air conditioning, wall
carpet, good security,
Call 202-723-4646 anytilllt, a!l
able immediately
For Rent: Spacious i BR ai■i:
+ den. Oose to Howard u~
Quiet block, ideal envUOlll!Qtltr
study. S450 1momh • no lllllitb,
paid. Call after 7 pm (202) 291,
Rooms: Newly re00\-a1ed~
wall to wall carpet, good ~
Rents start at $295.00 indlld-sli
n_nd hot water. Call 7"..J.42-12,"
time.
sOBLE'I' NEEDED: Rcspiiiit
non-smoking Montana IITitcn. .
furnished apartment tor tiO llill
beginningJanuary. Flexiblclllal
dates. Dan and Margaret 8(406) 543-7659.
Room for rent: Hanird It;
gia A,e.area. Extra (argt ._,
House partially remoddld.1"
er/Dryer. Mcrowa,e, quid,llli
nienL $325.00 deposit $10UI
Includes utilities. CaU (301)4'
7573.
'1\ro Rooms available 10 £.iiii
ulous Brick House. 1llo
brick wa.lls, Sky light, 2 ~
One bedroom wirh a bedroaat
bottom noor. Big brid 11np1im.
top Door bedroom hastclctal
beautiful hard wood lloon. Cal
(202) 424-9808. You',egctll ■
it! H~e!!
kenvted Row Ase: 5 Bdmii, 2ltt'
bth, fnal yd, Hdwd fir, mnl llt
ingrm. 1 114 Monroe SL SWS!f
(301) 261-0725
PERSONAIS

FORSALE
OISCO0N'I' E0RNB0RE: Liv-

Happ:, Birth do:,!!/!!!!!!!!!
Pttols.
'Ifie Angtls "·ould I& to W
the Residents or H0»anl i,om
for their i>od and ctotbl.ng . i
butions.
'11ianx tor makmg Choooli:e cii
such a suro "'-' 011 Sund. Feb.
ind be sure come out 8j,
Feb. 27 and then Friday Mai:Or
Freaky Fridays at Chorolm{lj'.
Love, Black Mantis (Rodney, S"ri
Brent, Dee)
Happy One )€ai anru,-crsan
day) to the 50 cent piece, them:
people, tl1e dead .•.\\c wish )tll
more and the continued•~
merger of the A and B SCCllOIL Pi
Don't 6:>rgct ours in p fcy, 11-ech
Otha 50 Cent e1CC'C,
'16 Am&r, Ibc Rminl l!i@ii.
'\bu did what h~n'tb«nd.mt~
14 years. Congratulation!, l1I)
Happy 81rihclay Slid,.
AapP) llnd Bu'fhdij "Salt
Stay"

ing room & Dining room sets. Sofa
beds from $99.00; Twin Beds
$60.00; Full $75.00; Desks from
$40.00; Dressers from $25.00; Al.so
Thbles, Files, more. Delivery and
Phone orders available. Friendly
Furniture Co. 301-699-1778
Pa~ Pagers, Pagers! All kin.ts,
different colors! Rent or Own! Three
months free! Call 202-508-1460

FORREN'l'
Renovtd Row Ase: 5 Bdrms, 21/2
bth, fncd yd, Hdwd Or, forml diningrm. 1114 Monroe St. NW $1485
(301) 261-0725
F!ilniionl SL 'I'HREE !3) l\irnished rooms in house 1/2 block to
campus. Each room b~ carpet, air
conditioner, keyed locks. Den,
Kltchen, wasber/dl")er. Utilities
paid. Sucurity deposit. Shen by
appointment • Call Mrs. Tobomas
301-464-2931.
2 rooms for rent. $300.00 I~,
$285.00 small. Utllitles not included. 433 Elm St., NW. F\Jmisbed
and heated. (202) 387-6023.
1460 Euclid St. NW. 1-BR,
$450.00. 667-1067. 3228 Hiatt Pl..
Nw. 2-BR $500.00.$700.00, 2342653. Landlord, (301) 571-1998.
Nonhwcsi!Shaw. 2 Bedroom, renovated apartment, ww, yard, metro,
convenient to Howard University.
$625.00 + security special. (202)
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Check Out These Super Specials
~'\Hew~
)01) GootQ,a he NW
~

"'-... .

.

.. • , • .. • . • •

0( 100ll)

. . . .. . • .

••

, •• $11.a!ll

loudt " ' - .. • . . .. • . • .. • . • .. • • • • • .
• • • .. $21 .a!ll
5lwopoo & So
• .. . . .. • . . • .. • . • .. • . • . , . • . • • •• $20 t»lt
5lwopoo •••d Ob., Doy • . • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • . •• • , . , • • • . • • . • • • .... S20 <XI It

......

Roc5Nc; . . . . • . . ........ . ............. . .... .. . ...... ...... S20.tx1l1

...... ......,.,..,.... .,...,._A.,-•swww, ~ ...... 462-5106.
NorthwesURoward Oruversny. 3
Bedroom townhouses, fireplace, ww,
washer/dryer, CAC, Basement, deck,
yard. park, $800.00-$1100.00 +
Security spccia~02) 462-5106.
Large room $
+ Elec., Wasber/Dl")-er, Dishwasher; free cable.
Three (3) blocks from campus.
11th and Harvard. CaU 232-5177
after 6:00 p.m. Ask lbr Barrett
Females: Furrushed rooms m house
with modern kitchen, washer and
dryer, den with cable color TV. Each
room has wall to wall carpet, air conditioning. walk-in closet, and a private phone line. Three blocks from
campus. Contact: Mr. Waddell at
(202) 265-5359
CONOOMINIOM l·OR RE.NI:
LEDROIT PARK/HOWARD UNIVERSITY
2 bedroom, fully furnished, wall to
wall carpet, washer/dryer, deck.
secured en1ry with intercom system,
air conditioning, $825.00 plu.s clcc•
tric, Available May 1, 1994. ('.al)

- ..

OOna ll9"in Wt c:m't br t,,g,llil•

lmlin,·•,D,,v. but uuu·rrm .. ~
ill vou ht "'V bltlndint?
Lnr,, .$wu,v •ib. up.

Come to ~ FR££

on Chr st,a

c,ne-t,:v :ii

Sc, ,nee

Health Care:
The Spiritual DimenstJ
12:30 pm on Friday, Mare/14
Nations/ Press Club
14th & F St NW
For more informalion. pie,,~'

.

(202) 544-7311

